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Central
is Ad-fired for installers
Central Heatmanship is to give the consumer oil-fired
central heating. This campaign is ad-fired for you. The
more Heatmanship consumers, and they are always satisfied ones, that you can set up, the higher you can rate
yourself

as

a

Heat-salesmanship

expert.

Both

your

expertise and our's combined makes a formidable team in
persuading the consumer to install Shell and BP Housewarming. You, the Installer, hold the spotlight in these
hard-hitting advertisements. You know your target-so
load your ammunition. Show them the excellent service
only you can give them as an Appointed Installer for:

for central heating

~
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.~*··
trulllpet about
Eterna quality, and
let me harp on
their low
··~··
cost''
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You can have both. With Eterna. Plus beauty of line. Plus a brilliant
plastic surface. Plus sheer Fordham know-how. Low level Eterna by Fordham. It has everything-always.

Write for further detail8
and illu8trated b1·ochure

Quality costs less at

forilhani
FORDHAM PRESSINGS LTD . - DUDLEY ROAD - WOLVERHAMPTON - Telephone : 23861/2.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss9/1
DUBLIN: Messrs. R. T. Large & Son, Stephen's Place, rere 47, Merrion Square, Dublin 2. Phone: Dublin 61236.
BELFAST: Mr. J. G. Linton, 8, Corporation Street, Belfast 1. Phone: Belfast 21849.
DOI: 10.21427/D7GM61
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WILSON
WALLFLAMES
NOWCONVER I ED
TO GAS·OIL TO
SLASH COS IS
FOR YOUR
CUSTOMERS
Britain's most popular wallftame range now gets even more appeal
tor 1nsn customers. Successtul conversiOn to 3.)-seconl otl
burnmg makes Wilson WaHnames even more competitive on
runmng cost- and ot course they 're sttll the most hanasome
and the most reliable.
Remember- when they're undecided about central heating,
it's Wilson Wa1111ames that can tip the balance your way.
If you would like further detail.>,

please contact Mr. George Reid at:

Henry Wilson &Co. Ltd.
Makers of Heating Equipment since 1840

1 6 Fade Street, DubliD.
Telephone: Dublin 76009
P.O. Box 6 ·KIRKBY· LIVERPOOL
Telephone: Simonswood 3541
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Harper

oil-fired boilers

installed for long Iife, rei iabi Iity &efficiency
A Harper M eehanite 300,000 Oil-fired
boiler is now heating Ballygowran House,
Maynooth , Co. Kildare.

This installation is one more illustration of the growing popularity of
Harper Meehanite Boilers with heating engineers all over Europe.
To the many advantages of Harper Meehanite boilers the following are
now added.

1

Every section is guaranteed for five years.
A nationwide sales and advisory service is in
operation.

2
3

Boilers available for quick delivery.
John }larper

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss9/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7GM61

&. CO . LTD ., ALBION WORKS,

P. MacFarlane Belfast 32002
W. Finucane

WILLENHALL, STAFFS

Dublin 63634

WILLENHALL 66601 .
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See Sanbra Fyffe first
•
•
for all requirements 1n plumbing and heating serv1ces

on the site Plumbers fit the first choice

CONEX-INSTANTOR
COXEXCEL ADAPTORS
For converting stand ard ConexInstantor Type 'A' fittings for
use with soft temper Underground Copper Tube to B .S.
1386.

COMPRESSION COUPLINGS
For u se with Irish Domestic
Copper Pipe a nd Polythene
Tubes: Low Den sity to B.S.
1972, and High Density to B .S.
3284.

'POLYDAPTORS'
Low Density Polythene to
B.S. 1972 and High Density Tube to B.S. 3284 are
easily and quickly jointed
by replacing the compression ring with the
Polydaptor ' and using
the ftanged Insert approg~~~~e to the tube being

SANBRA FYFFE PRODUCTS ARE APPROVED BY THE LEADING
ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, PLUMBERS, CONTRACTORS, GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS, MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES AND WATER
WORKS THROUGHOUT IRELAND.

SAN BRA FYFFE LIMITED, CON EX WORKS, SANTRY AVENUE, DUBLIN 9.
Telephone: Dublin 3751 31 (5 lines)·

Telegrams: Sanbra, Dublin. Telex. 5325.
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IRISH PLUMBING
& HEATING

~,
~ trade

1

ENGINEER

111Pi0&-l
~~

Vol. 5. No. 9.

New suppliers
company formed
MR. J. M. HACKETT, formerly
Manager of Heating Controls &
Devices Ltd., Dublin branch, has
formed a new company of wholesale
suppliers to the heating trade under the
title Heating Accessories Ltd. In addition to general office accommodation
the firm's premises at 20, Lower Hatch
Street, Dublin, includes a 2,500 sq.
ft. showroom and stores.
Heating Accessories Ltd. have been
Royal Venton cistern float
appointed main distributors in the
made from Rigidex high density
Republic of Ireland for Honeywell
polyethylene is not affected by the
Controls Ltd. (Residential Division),
chemicals that are used to purify the
In
commencing January 1st, 1966.
domestic water supply in some
addition comprehensive stocks of
areas.
B.S.A. Harford prodtY::ts are being
maintained, including " Opiomatic" The Royal Venton float is suitable for
and "Opio" Industrial Pumps.
A
both hot and cold water cisterns.
separate depot for B.S.A. Harford
The float, which1is manufactured by
equipment will be in operation in the
Steventon Plastics Limited, a subNew Year.
sidiary company of John Steventon
The Company is also planning to
&
Sons Limited (Middlewich,
commence manufacture of stainless
Cheshire) has been widely approved.
steel calorifiers early in 1966 and it is
hoped to develop a worthwhile marject, while tHe I rish manufactured
ket in Ireland and abroad .
product was available, Mr. Blaney,
said that he had not sanctioned the
e WHEN the Minister for Local use of imported baths in finished conGovernment was asked in the Dail re- dition. He approved the US'.! of
cently why he approved of the estim- pressed steel baths, the shells o( which
ation of 3,000 imported pressed steel were imported but which were otherbaths for the Ballymun hO'l:.sing pro- wise finished in this country.

THE

New float

* * *

DEC., 1965.

THE I R ISH PLUMBING AND
HEATING ENGINEER is the only
publication produced in Ireland
catering exclusively for the heating,
plumbing and ventilation industries
with a guaranteed circulation covering the Republic of Ireland and
Northern Ireland every month.

W. J. R. Couclunan
makes some constructive
suggestions to installers
in his Talking Shop
column.
Our new series, based
on stage two of the
A. L. Townsend work,
"Plumbing,'' continues
as the author deals with
roofwork.
Our review of the
London Building Exhibition, continued from
last month, is concluded
in the industrial section.
Special Teview articles
this month feature: (i)
Domestic gas and solid
fuet fired boilers, burners
and controls (including
warm air heating systems), and ( ii) Radiators,
radiant panels,
convectors and skirtin.g
heating systems (including valves and controls).

•
Editorial and advertlsiDJ:"

*
THE EDITOR AND STAFF EXTF.ND
A SINCERE CHRISTMAS WISH TO
ALL OUR SUPPORTERS WITH BEST
WISHES TOO FOR A BRIGHT AND :

offices:
Callaghan Chambers, 13/ 15
Dame Street, Dublin 2.
Tel. 56465-6.
London: J. T. Robson and
Son Ltd., 30 Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4. Tel.: Fleet
Street 4438.

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.

*
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss9/1
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plumbing

We cont·i nue here
the seriaJ:isation of

the author's four"'\stage work under the general title of
plumbing
THE author continues his discussion
on roofwork.
Types of gutters.-Apart from the
secret gutter, which has just been described, gutters found in roofwork
may be classified as follows:Eaves gut1ers are commonly used
on smaller buildings. As the name
suggests, this kind of gutter is designed
for fixing at the eaves of a pitched
roof, but it can also be used at the
drip edge of a small flat roof.
It
collects rainwater off these roof areas
and conducts ir to suitably placed outJets through which it falls, by way of
the rainwater pipes, to the drain below. Eaves gutters are dealt with in
detail later on.
Box gutters are used on larger buildings where there is so much rainwater
to be drained from the roof that an
eaves gutter would have to be unattractively large and would certainly
Jt would also be
be difficult to fix.
difficl!rlt to maintain, that is, to clean,
paint, or occasionally repair, on a high
b·l!,ilding; and the rainwater pipework
would clutter uo the facade.
Since
one of the aim~ of building design is
to orovide a clean elevation, box gutter~ are to be oreferred.
These can
be fixed behind the facade, and can
be designed to cope with any flow of
rainwater.
Boundary wall gutters are of the box
kind, placed along one or more sides
of a roof and immediately behind the
parapet wall.
Here they form a
trough, into which water can drain
from a flat or pitched roof.
The
shape of the gutter cross section would
be with both sides vertical for flat roof
drainage, or with one side vertical
and the other sloping at the same pitch
as the roof, for pitched roof drainage. The drainwater pipes from such
gutters may drop vertically within
ducts inside the building, or they may
be turned out through the wall to ru.n
vertically down outside the building.
For dueled installation, the pipes
would probably be of cast iron to

THIS MONTH:

ROOFWORK

~

~

A. L. TOWNSEND, M.I.P., M.R.S.H., M.R.P.A .

B.S. 416.
As you will know, a parapet wall
is a vertical continuation of the outside wall of a building. 1t will be
high enough to form a boundary fence
to a flat roof, or to hide most of the
pitched roof from people at ground
level.
A parapet therefore has two
functions-to improve a building's appearance, and to define the roof area
and form one wall of the boundary
gu,tter.
For this reason, gutters so
placed are sometimes called parapet
gutters.
Valley gutters are a special form of
gutter used to weather the intersection of two sloping roof surfaces.
One would be needed, for examole at
the angle formed where a pitched r~of
cuts into another (see Fig. 8). Another
example is seen where, particularly in
factory buildings, a large floor area is
covered by a series of double pitched
roofs.
A valley gutter is needed all
alo ng the lower edges of the opposJ n this
itely pitched roof surfaces.
case a vertical sided box gutter is
s?metimes used, or a purposely deSigned valley gutter, with sides splayed
to the same angle as the roof oitch
could be used.
'

along the line of the gutter so that
in the case of lead gutters, no piec~
of lead is longer than 10 ft. Jn the
case of copper or aluminium linings,
the le~gth between drips depends upon
the girth and cross section of the
gutter.
Between these drips, bays are laid
to line the gutter, and each bay will
need to have a 2 in. in 10 ft. fall. It
follows, therefore, that the sole, or
b<;>tto~, of a gutter made in this way
will nse throughout its length whereas factory made box or valley gutters
are fixed in continuous runs with no
fall at all. Because of this the lead
copper or aluminium lined gl!.~ter wili
~ave. to taper from its lowest end to
Jt.s higher end, where, because it has
nsen u~ th~ roof slope all along to
that pomt, 1t will be wider.
. Tapering gutters are expensive and
d1fficult to install and keep sound, and
the modern way of doing the job
would ?e to use socketed lengths of
prefabncated gutter, laid to no falls.
Eaves gutters.-There are two patterns of eaves gutters-the " half-

Continued ovel'leaf
Hat root

Tapering gutters are the older equivalent of the present-day factory made
boudary wall, box and valley gutters.
They were formed in timber and lined
They may still be used
with lead.
to-day and lined with lead, coooer or
aluminium. Factory made gti'tter; in
mild steel or asbestos cement are
provided with a socket at one end so
that they can be joined together to
make one continuous length. Sheet
lead, copper and aluminium gutter
linings cannot be so joined. Furthermore, allowance must be made for
expansion and contraction of these
relatively thin materials which would
otherwise be damaged by thermal
movement.
The form of expansion joint provided is invariably a "drip," which
will be abou.t 2 in. high, and positioned

ot

.

secrcn gutter

"'"

bo~

gutter
to parapctt woU

chuta outlet

-RWhcrad

""Q_:::~~

~:,~~~•
,;~~"
-r;;: "'"" .

•OGouotoo

'

~

HRioc.a
Quttor

I'

,.,...,,~

OGiacoo

OGstopef\d
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painted, and if the gutter is made of a
corrodable ma terial, such as cast iron ,
they are liabl e to rust through at
these places and leak .

ROOFWORK
from previous page
round " pattern, and the "Ogee"
(O.G.) pattern . The shapes and dimensions of these vary considerably.

Half-round gutters, by virtue of
their shape and the fact that they are
fixed clear of the fascia board, or
walls, are more accessible for periodic
painting. This is important in the case
of cast iron ones because they rely
upon frequent painting to preserve
them f rom rust.
The O.G. pattern takes its name
from the classic double-curved shape
of the ogee mould which it resembles
in cross section. The gutters are fixed
by screws passing through their flat
back wall , which is in direct and full
contact with the fascia board. These
surfaces cannot therefore be regularly

Eaves gu.!ters and fittings and rainwater pipes and fittings are made in
various materials: cast iron; cast
a luminium; wrought aluminium; copper and zinc; pressed steel (these may
be galvanized before or after manufacture, o r may be obtained finished
in vitreous enamel); asbestos cement ;
and P.V .C. (Polyvinyl-chloride).
All these materials are suitable for
gutters draining water from slated or
tiled roofs. For other roof coverings
you have to be careful in selecting
your gutter material. As you know,
if dissimilar metals are used together
in the presence of acidic rainfall, the re
is a risk of electrolytic action hap-

pening.
This could occur even if the two
dissimilar metals are not no rmally in
contact : solvent rainwater could dissolve some of the roof covering metal
and deposit this on to a gutter of a
different metal, and thus set U!J a
minute, but effective, elect rolytic cell
which wou.!d eventually corrode the
gutter, especially if the gutter happened to be of zinc or galvanised mild
steel, and the roof coverings were of
copper .
Cast iron gutters and down pipes
The
have been l!.sed in the past.
modern trend is toward using materials which are more corrosion resistant
since, although they might cost a little
more in the first place, they do not
need to be painted periodically to
keep them from rusting.

NEXT MONTH-Falls, Joints, etc.

KENNY & DEEY LTD.,
wi~:h

48 Townsend Street, Dublin, 2. Telephone 73108 (3 lines)
to inform the trade that they have been appointed Sole Distributors in Ireland for the

5/NK-A-MAT/C

This most versatile unit is
basically a stainless steel sink
which incorporates an impeller and can therefore be
used as a washing machine,
dish washer and spin dryer.
For information regarding this
unit contact the above, or your
local stockist for a demonstration.

Six
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'I' liE l•'OU,OWING
J,OC.\ ;L.\Rt

AC'IIILL SOUND

Sweeney's Stores

AR JH , O\\'

P. Boland Ltd.,
Main Street

8 .\LLI:s'
. \.

Thos. Arch er (Balllna)
Ltd .. Pearse Street

BlJN( ' Jt.\NA

Jam es McColgan
and Co. Ltd .

OUR

HTO('JUSTS:

('arrll'k-on-Sha n non
Dl':s'G .\ RVA:o.'
Thos . Curran
John Lowe & Sons Ltd .
C.\ VAN

Providers Ltd.

( 'LONl\IEL

D enis Lowry Ltd.

('()RJ\

Cork Iron and
Hardware Co. Ltd .

G .\ L\\
.\ y

Corbett & Sons Ltd.
LJ.\1ERJCJ(
J. P. Newson & Co.
Ltd .

!110NA(;li.\N

David Patton Ltd.

SLIGO

D. M. Hanley Ltd .
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the boilers' heat exchangers making
for high efficiency and long life.
Also featured at the Building Centre
exhibition was the range of Rowen
sink tops in stainless steel and vitreou.s
enamelled steel.

AN interesting new 9roduct has been
brought on the market here by Kenny
& Deey Limited
(48 Townsend St.,
ANEW
Dublin), who have
SINK UNIT
ben
appointed sole
INTRODUCED
distributors in Ireland for the Sink-A-Matic automatic
sink unit.
This unit (illustrated here) combines
in a satinless steel sink unit a washing
machine with an efficient spin-dryer
attachment. Other attachments, such
as a vegetable peeler and the like, will
be introduced later.
The unit-it can also act as a dish
washer-looks like a modern sink unit
complete with single or double draining boards. 1ts " special powers "
come from a small, rotating pulsator
unit fitted in the back wall of the sink
which oroduces the washing action in
the same way as the widely accepted
washing machine principle.

A NEW warm-air central heating
system by International is desi.!_!ned to
provide full house
heating and hot
C. HEAT
water for houses
WITHOUT
of up to 1,200 sq.
THE RADS.
ft., or a three
bedroom semi-detached.
The oilfired heating unit is contained in a
central brick chamber built up to first
floor level and the heat is circulated
throughout the house by grilles fitted
flu,sh in the wall of each room.

e

The Sink-A-Matic.

~al~ed the Delvectair, the system is
?UJlt mto the core of the house and
1~ th~refore most suitable for installatiOn 1~ new homes-or in houses undergomg major conversion.

!he fullest range of
1ronmongery, and all
building materials
available for immediate delivery.

*

:J.< >~
RECENTLY featured at their Dublin
exhibition by Rubery Owen & Co.
Limited (T.P.H.E.,
Nov.)
was
the
AIR HEAT
Sutherland range
RANGE
of gas-fired warm
FEATURED
air heaters by A.
G. Southerland Limited (Wa>wick
Road, Greet, Birmingham II), a
company in the Owen Organisation.
The range com9rises the series AGS
" 25 " with heat outouts from 25,000
to 28,000 B.t. u./ h., and the series AGS
" 50" with outouts from 35,000 to
55,000 B.t.u ./h. -O ne of the key features of the Sutherland range is the
stainless steel "cla m shell" design of

e In our recent report on the new
marketing arrangements of Delta
Water Fittings we mentioned Bourners
Supatap as one of the 9;·oducts marketed through the new organisation.
This was incorrect and both the
Supatap and Soatap continue to be
handled bv Bourners own sales organisation · and distributed by their
existing agent in Ireland .
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BROOKS~~~~~:.
4 SACKVILLE PLACE, DUBLIN I.

TEL:

41841
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Now an

automated

Capital Boiler
that does
everything
but talk
Complete with
programmerThe International Capital range of smallbore units now has even more standard
and optional control features.
0 New International PROGRAMMER
This up-to-the-minute control programmes
heating and hot water separately. For the user,
wonderful economy and convenience.
For you, a powerful selling story.
And that's not all-check this list of
standard equipment.
0 Heatmiser, an automatic cut-out device
for further economy when fitted with a cylinder
thermostat and room thermostat.
0 Honeywell controls; push-button ignition.
0 Built-in provision for room thermostat.
0 Pump designed by Sigmund Research Unit.
In short, we now offer the most flexible
time and temperature secondary
controls of any boiler on the market.
CAPITAL GAS-FIRED BOILERS
35*, 50*, 70 and 100,000 Btu /h.
Conventional or Balanced Flue Models
all approved by the Gas Council.
*Fully approved for Se-duct Installations.

Available from stock at the Sole Agents:

MONSELL, MITCH ELL & CO. LTO.,
Heating And Insulation Division

67/73

TOWNSEND STREET,

DUBLIN, 2

INTERNATIONAL BOILERS & RADIATORS LTD.
Belfast Office:
128, GREAT VICTORIA STREET, BELFAST, 2
Area Manager: P. J. B. JOHNSTON

Telephone : 76282 (8 lines) .

j<_'ight
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss9/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7GM61
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BURNING gas, solid fuel (and oil)
all in one boiler is unusual, but Quadrant Engineers claim that the Buderus
Logana 22 series can be supplied ex
stock for all these ourooses.
Not
only this, the firm c'"tai~s, that any
Logana 22 supplied for one fuel can
at a later date be converted to
another; for example many boilers
installed for coke firing have been
later converted to oil firing.
In this way, the first cost to the
client is reduced. Quadrant can also
supply the PC22 dual-fuel type boiler
ex-stock, which can burn solid fuel or
dry waste at one n:oment, while f~r
oil firing the spec1al fuel door IS
swung out and the pressure jet oil
burner swung in.
The Logana 22 boilers are remarkable for their efficiency and attractive
price, and are claimed to have been
the best seller of the Bu.derus range
in 1965. Sole agents in this country
are Quadrant Engineers, 167 Strand

1N

this

equipment

review

we take a look at new
developments

jn

the

fields

covered by this month's
special review.

(All clajms are

those of the manufacturers}.
Road, Sandymount, Dublin 4.

***

MASSER Domestic Appliances Ltd.,
Ring Road, Ballyfermot, Dublin, have
recently commenced to market the
AGA range of gas, oil and solid fuel
boilers for domestic central heating.
They are now also marketing the
Hess-0-Therm Warm Air heating
system. The firm hope to market a
complete "Pak," using their range of
gas boilers, and full details of this will
be available shortly.
There are eight AGA gas boilers

which give manual or electric ignition,
sensitive thermostat control and electric or hand wound clock control.
In addition, if you have a small bore
system, they offer you a special programme selection switch. There are
four new AGA oil-fired boilers- all
of them pressure jet. They feature a
unique zig-zag design of flue-way
which allows hot gases to flow over fl
much larger water holding area than
usual but in a more confined space,
and more water is heated faster.
AGA also have eight solid fuel
boilers, split into two groups of four.
There are four cokt<' fired boilers with
the AGA circular grate. For bigger
houses there are four more AGA
solid fuel boilers designed to burn
anthracite grains. These are "gravity
feed " boilers in which the fuel is fed
in from a hopper in the top of the
boiler.

Continued overleaf

0={]~01?@~~--·
HAVE IT!

PARKRAY,
WATERFORD and
HAMMOND LANE

[ Parkray

J open fire

behind glass
I

Inset and Free-Standing

Room Heaters

•
TRIANCO, IDEAL
SUPERMATIC &
POTTERTON
Boilers
Thomas Heiton & Co., Ltd. 37 George's Quay, Dublin 2.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965

Tel. 72931.
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PRODUCT REVIEW

BAXENDALE$

Capel Street, Dublin
Central Heating Requirements

Stockists of

BAXl
Fires and Boilers

1'JQA.~

co

*

*

POTrER.TON
WILSON

•TRlANco

obligation

*

*

~ll~~
l'~ \le&t~

11 .

Oi/el"s

{loon\

*

s'f£L~D
VA~~D,S & "\1£\l~
u£R\J
B\J Radiators

without

a?d BVDER.Vs
Od Fired Boilers

aiJd , CJ4ZVtt
Solid ll}JlA.L
P'lleJ

Quotations

C"

*

OPJo

Phone
76711

(15 lines)

lrcllJar
lllg pllliJps

THE BELL TYPE 'D'
HIGH OUTPUT BACK BOILER
DOMESTIC HOT WATER
(HIGHEST OUTPUT)

P'LUS

CENTRAL HEATING
(SIMPLEST FIXING)
The Bell Type D HIGH
OUTPUT Back boiler unit
has been designed to suit
16" BeU Supaheat underfloor
draught fires or Bell Raised
Metal Fires. These fires will
provide heating for a room
of 1,500 cub. ft. and more
and at the same time the
boiler will provide hot water ~~===--
for all domestic purposes
plus space heating by radiators in several other rooms.
The Bell Type D lligh Output boiler is of welded steel
construction and is pressure tested and guaranteed. It is
an all round boiler with self-contained flue, damper and
throat unit. There is an access door for easy flue cleaning.
The whole unit is in one piece for exceptionally easy fixing.
BACK BOILER OUTPUT: Domestic hot water and
space heating by radiators-Domestic hot water plus 100
sq. ft. of radiator and piping surface. An indirect cylinder
of 25 / 30 gallons must be used.
Central Heating only-125 sq. ft. of radiators and piping
surface.

A. BELL & CO. (Eire) Ltd.
Rere 136 BOTANIC RD., GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN.
Telephone: 373611/2
Ten
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from previous page
A NEW central heating and hot
water control has been introduced by
Thomas Potterton Ltd., which according to tests carried ou.t by the manufacturer, saves up to £10 a year on
the household fuel bills. Called the
" Prefect," the new control operates
the hot water system independently of
the central heating, controls the hot
water supply at a lower temperature
than the water in the radiator circuit, and offers a choice of 12 different
programmes.
The new Potterton 30 plus 3 gasfired boiler has been specially designed
for a solid fuel replacement.
Its
water pipe connections have been set
so that there is a minimum of pipework alteration, and although it is
completely automatic it is not dependent on electricity. The boiler is
operated simply by weekly winding of
a clock control by which the boiler
comes into operation for two periods
in every 24 hours.

***

NEW to the range of William Su.gg
& Co. Ltd., Manor Royal, Crawley,
Sussex, is the Halcyon Type 22/WH
warm air heater.
Used selectively,
this new model will provide fu)) comfort conditions in a room of average
exposure and construction totalling up
to 3,250 cu. ft. volume. Alternatively,
it will provide good background heating in a typical modern dwelling up to
I ,400 sq. ft. superficial area.
The new model also offers these
important advantages over the earlier
F60/WH now superseded: easier installation; greater reliability, and effortless operation. The unit has an output of 22,500 B.t.u./h., and it mcorporates a more powerful 6-pole capacitor motor, direct drive fan, and Honeywell controls.
In standard form a
control panel, with all internal wiring,
is an integral part of the fan unit.
An important featu.re of the 22/WH
unit is the automatic fan control.
The heater is allowed to reach its
operating temperature before the automatic control switches on the fan,
and the fan discharges all latent heat
after the burner has been extinguished.

***

INTERNATIONAL Boilers and
Radiators Ltd. market their "Capital"
gas-fired boilers in this country through
their representatives, Monsell Mitchell
& Co. Ltd., Heating and Insulation
Division, Townsend St., Dublin. The
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heat available for radiators is 116 sq.
ft. of radiator surface, including piping in addition to domestic hot water;
heating only 141 SQ. ft. including
piping.

SPECIAL REVIEW
from previous page

* * *

firm's area manager in Northern Ireland is P. J. B. Johnston, 128 Great
Victoria Street, Belfast.

HENRYi Wilson & Co. Ltd.,
Kirkby, Liverpool, market the Wallflame Boiler Model WF 75/s, which
Continued overleaf

A room thermostat socket is provided as standard on " Capital"
boilers and there is facility for connecting up a cylinder thermostat. A
1" valve is fitted to the boiler side of
the oumo a draincock is fitted and
a flu-e b~~sh suoolied.
There is no
possibility of r~;erse circulation.

e

from ·the

***

Potterton

range.

(See

Review).

There are fully automatic pushbutton ignition controls, with Honeywell Adatrol control, pilot flame failure safety device, time clock, et~.
The international variable head Multiflo accelerator is fitted to the 35, 50,
and 70 models and the Thermopak
CP2H to the 100.
The maximum output ranges from
35,000 B.t.u./h. of the " Capital 35 "
to 100,000 B.t.u./h. of the "Capital
100." The heating surface capacity of
these models vary from 175 sq. ft.
with the " 35 " model to 500 sq. ft.
with the " 100" model.

One of the good-looking boilers

1

Sound Boiler
Buderus! ...
AND WE HAVE HUNDREDS HERE IN DUBLIN
••• YOU WON'T BE STUCK WITH A STICKY
DELIVERY IF YOU USE SOUR T 0 C K S TO
STACK AWAY THOSE QUICK NEEDED-NEXTWEEK JOBS . . . PICK A BUDERUS ..•

THE Dunsley Super Flued Boiler
with Dunsley Controlled Underftoor
draught fire, has recently been modified by a new design of the front.
(Even the biggest is quickest by Telex ... a direct
The new design became available from
link to Buderus in Germany)
October 1 last.
Appliances from
Dunsley Heating Appliance Co. Ltd.,
D
.•. AND THE SAMEOGOES
THOUSANDS
STEEL
FOR
Holmfirth
Nr. Huddersfield, are
available 'throu,gh Builders' Providers COLUMN
RA IAT RS •.•
•.• ALL SIZES
both in Northern Ireland and the
READY FOR TAKING . . . ASK nMMY . . . HE'S THE
Republic of Ireland.

BUSINESS.

The Dunsley Super Flued Boiler is
like the firm's Flued Boiler with the
addition of two extra heating tubes
which enter at fire level in each side
cheek and pass upwards through the
water jacket to emerge alongside the
main flue.
This gives the boiler a
much quicker heat recovery.
Both
tubes and flue can be opened or
partly opened with one operation, as
the large damper covers all three
openings.
The heat available with the 16"
Super Flued Boiler is 91 SQ. ft. of
radiator surface, including piping in
addition to domestic hot water-healing only 116 sq. ft. inclu,ding piping.
With the 18" Super Flued Boiler, the

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965

Telephone: 693940/693943. Telegrams: Quadrant, Dublin. Telex: Dublin 5283.

QUADRANT
ENGINEERS @)
167 STRAND RD., MERRION GATES, SANDYMOUNT, DUBLIN, 4.
Eleven
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years ahead

DUNSLEY HEATING APPLIANCE
COMPANY LIMITED
(Dept. I.P.H.E.), Fearnought Holmfirth,
Nr. lfuddersfield. Tel. Holmtlrth 635.

The revolutionary Dunsley System includes an
open-fire boiler, five radiators. towel rail, pump,
pipes, valves, and all installation charges complete for approximately
£195. And then you begin
saving on running costs,
too, because you are using
no more fuel than with
an ordinary open fireabundant hot water from
heat that would otherwise
be wasted. This is luxurious high -level heating
at absurdly low cost, the
hottest heating idea In
years. And remember, over
100,000 are now in use
-staggering evidence of
Dunsley success. Dunsley
Boilers and Radiators
have a free replacement
guarantee for five years.
A p p r o v e d appliance.
Write for full details and
address of nearest stockist
today or call at y(•Ur local
Builders Providers.

'I

Only

AGA
Boilers give you the fuel
and output flexibility you
need for to-day's heating needs
AGA make a complete range Solid Fuel, Oil and Gas fired boilers from 12,000140,000 B.Th.U's heat output for hot water and central heating. They are good
looking, thrifty with fuel, easy to maintain and superbly made with all the
traditional excellence of AGA design and engineering. And, because of the wide
range available, you can always supply exactly the right AGA for every
heating need. Efficient service facilities support the high reputation already
earned by these widely known and well proved boilers.
Full information and technical data from

MASSER DOMESTIC APPLIANCES LTD.
Precision Works, Ring Road, Dublin, 10. Phone: 364511.

SPECIAL REVIEW
from previous page

e

The versatile Buderus boiler
from Quadrant Engineers. (See
Review).

covers outputs from 45,000 to 150,000
B.t.u./h.
It is styled in plain faced
casing and manufactured as the answer
to those " in-between " installations
in which the ga.9 between the 60 and
90 models was too great.
The height is 39f' x 24" wide, x 26"
depth. The flue offstake size is 7" to
suit 6" B.S. flue pipe.

***
THE NEW Trianco SF.60 Solid
Fuel Gravity Fed Domestic Boiler,
rated at 60,000 B.t:u•. /h., is the newest,
most streamlined boiler Trianco have
ever produced, setting a new high
standard in home heating.
The SF.60 has been designed to live
happily in a modern house.
This
compact model requires a headroom
of only 5ft. and a floorspace of
22" x 29" and the rear fitted "flow"
and " return " pipes simplify installation.
The large capacity hopper
holds 100 lb. of anthracite !!rains and
can be adjusted to use " peas " or
" beans "-thus cutting down refuelling
to a minimum. Cleaning is easy and
infrequent.
The clinker tray is big
enough to last for days without empty' ing, whilst the controls and moving
parts are designed for accessibility in
that they are hidden behind the door
to improve appearance and provide a
built-in safety factor.
The Trianco SF.60 Solid Fuel
Gravity Fed Domestic Boiler has an
official rating of 60,000 B.t.u./h.,
suitable for full central heating in a
modern 3-4 bedroomed house, together
with constant hot water. The SF.60
Boiler, having achieved high solid fuel
combustion efficiency in stringent tests,
is the result of a long-term research
and development programme.

Twelve
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Gas-Fired

HALCYON

DOMESTIC
WARM AIR
HEATERS

Halcyon is now more than
ever the automatic choice for
modern gas-fired warm air
central heating. New and
improved

features

in

all

models mean even greater
efficiency. Heater units are
compact and space-saving.
They are preferably applied
to properties in the design
stage but can be installed in
existing houses. Gas-fired
warm air central heating is
effective, clean, and economical in use ... And the
Halcyon system is one of
the finest.

TYPE F120/WH*

TYPE 35

TYPE 22/WH*

Whole-house heating in dwellings
up to 1, 750 sq. ft. superficial area .
Warm Air Output--45,000 Btu/ hr.
Gas Rating-120 cu.ft/ hr. (500 c.v.)

Whole-house, partial or selective
heating in average modern houses.
Warm Air Output-35,000 Btu/ hr.
Gas Rating-95 cu.ft./hr. (500 c.v.)

Selective heating in dwellings up to
2.000 sq. ft. superficial area.
Warm Air Output-22,500 Btu / hr.
Gas Rating-60 cu. ft. / hr. (500 c.v.)

TYPE FCH60

TYPE FH60

TYPE F45

TYPE F45/WH*

Selective heating in dwellings up to
2,000 sq. ft. superficial area.
Warm Air Output-22.500 Btu/hr.
Gas Rating-60 cu.ft / hr. (500 c.v.)

Selective heating in dwellings up to
2,000 sq. ft. superficial area.
Warm Air Output-22,500 Btu/hr.
Gas Rating-60 cu.ft. / hr. (500 c.v.)

Selective heat1ng in dwellings up to
1,500 sq. ft. superficial area.
Warm Air Output-17,000 Btu/hr.
Gas Rating--45 cu. ft./hr. (500 c.v.)

Selective heating in dwellings up to
1,500 sq. ft. superficial area.
Warm Air Output-17,000 Btu / hr.
Gas Rating--45 cu. ft./hr. (500 c.v.)

*On all JWH models provision is made within the unit for an independently
controlled water heater for domestic hot water supply. Water heaters are
obtainable from Ascot Gas Water Heaters Ltd., or Maxol Heaters Ltd.
Data sheets available on all models

WILLIAM SUGG & COMPANY LTD · MANOR ROYAL· CRAWLEY· SUSSEX ·Tel: Crawley 28833
Company Agent: W. Cole, "Dunblane," 7 Whitebeam Avenue, Clonskeagh, Dublin, 14.
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Br-r-r-r - but we
must not complain
nail then). I am sure that this is a
mistake and one that in the long run
can cause trouble. To my way of
thinking the fitter should just get himself another power tool, a drill and
a countersink and screw down the
boards.

W

E seem to be spared nothing this
year but while the floods have
contributed little to our business of
providing warmth, the cold weather
since has certainly made people realise
that winter really does happen-every
winter-and, like old age, it is something you have to get used to and
prepare for. However, all the people
that I know in the trade seem to be
very busy doing something about this
so I suppose we musn't complain.
Nor, I think, should we be too complacent. I am quite sure that people
in the installing trade will be getting
a better reward for their work in a
year or two's time than they are now,
if only because the sales of laboursaving equipment, like power tools
and bending machines, have gone up.
A lot of people, however, seem to
have rather " short term " approaches
to the reduction of labour costs.
Take, for example, a simple thing
like dealing with floor boards.
Alright, so you have your power saw
and the right tackle for lifting the
boards, but having lifted the boards,
laid the pipework, filled it and tested
it, lagged it and replaced the boards,
what happens?
Nine people out of
ten nail the boards down very firmly,
indeed (some of the rest just don't

THIS may seem fussy, but we have
nearly eliminated the use of the
hammer when fitting a heating system
and if there is one thing a customer
objects to it is somebody thumping
down floor boards above his bead.
The whole image of quiet smooth
efficiency is destroyed. 1f the boards
are screwed down it is a quiet operation. Since they are screwed they are
readily located when tracing pipe runs
on some possible future occasion and
if you are unlucky enough to let a
leak, an air lock or a modification,
then everything is reached very easily.
As I say, it looks fussy but I brlieve
it makes sense.
The same thinking can be applied
to pipe sleeves. How often you see a
neatly drilled hole, pipe passed
through it, made good with plaster
and then, of course, when the pipework is heated everything moves and
a crack or loose plaster results.
Either that or because the pipe is
stressed you get odd expansion noises.
It is very easy to put in a sleeve of
pipe. The old way used to be steel
liners, but I think polythene is more
suitable since there is no chafing.
The pipe sleeves can all be put in at
the same time and made good; due to
this saving in labou.r the cost of the
sleeves will probably be covered. For
my part I would even use pipe sleeves

where the pipe goes through a wall
out of sight.
There will always be movement and
the abrasion caused to pipe expanding
to and fro across the sharp edge of a
brick or stone can, and occasionally
does, cause a leak.
T HIS question of expansion in pipework can often catch one bending (or catch the pipework bending).
Generally on domestic work there are
no very long pipe runs and, therefore, expansion is something that
could be virtuall y forgotten, at least
as far as making deliberate provision
for it as. concerned. However, just
once in a while you find on a large job
a straight run of 100 feet or so, and
that, when it is hot, is going to move
quite a bit. As a matter of fact, a
100 ft. length of copper will expand
over 1i inches if heated from room
temperature to boiling point and in a
case like that it is generally necessary
to do something about an expansion
joint.
For some reason these are hard to
get in the smaller sizes, below It
inches, which seems a pity. Of course,
the very small sizes of copper tend to
"whip" when they expand and will
take up quite a lot of movement in
this way provided they are free to do
so. The only trouble is, it is apt to
be rather a noisy process.

I do not know whether the
Editor is going to plaster the
front cover with holly leaves,
mistletoe
or
whatnot
for
Christmas-possibly he won't.
Anyway, this is the Christmas
issue, so, as Tiny Tim said:
" God bless us, every one."

GAS OR ELECTRIC?
WELDING

OF

COURSE!

But we also have a wide range of cutting and heating equipment,
accessories and safety equipment. Delivery services everywhere.

CONTACT

INDUSTRIAL GASES (I.F.S.) LTD., DUBLIN

Fourteen
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UnanimouS-Whichever way
you look at it the LYNX is today's
most popular cistern
GOOD LOOKING
The Lynx's clean cut lines are an example
of contemporary styling at its very best.

PRACTICAL
The Lynx is the easiest to install; the
concealed fitting is neat and simple.

EFFICIENT
Discreetly quiet with the most dependable mechanism ever.

Lynx high and low level cisterns are made of
tough durable black Duranite that won't
craze, is non-corrosive. The Kingfisher siphon
mechanism, made of polythene, gives a
powerful flush, is non-corrosive, unbreakable.
It can be used in both hard and soft water
areas. The Lynx conforms to BSS 1125 and
Water Works specifications.

Every genuine Lynx has the name engraved
on the cistern
Other Shires products are the Uni-Lynx
close-coupled suite, cistern fittings, plastic
fiushpipes and the Polyfioat cistern float.
Available from all recognised builders' providers
in the Republic.

Made by

shires
IN IRELAND

SHIRES (IRELAND) LIMITED Stannaway Drive Crumlin Dublin
st4a/•

Fifteen
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IRISH PLUMBING
& HEATING

ENGINEER

Enbray (Ireland)

Ltd.~

ELECTRICAL CONTROL GEAR MANUFACTURERS
A Member of t h e G.H.P. Group

A REMINDER··
Readers will shortlv be getting
through the post their Annual
Subscription Renewal Forms.
The annual subscription is 25
s hillings (post free), wh~ch represents no increase in price.
Readers' co-operation is asked for
in the prompt return of their forms
and this will be very much appreciated,

* * *

THE IRISH PLUMBING AND
HEATING ENGINEER is the
only publication produced in
Ireland catering exclusively for the
heating, plumbing and ventilation
industries with a guaranteed
circulation covering the Republic
of Ireland and Northern Ireland
every month.

- - - - - - - - - -- -

8 North Frederick Street, Dublin, 1. Telephone 488204
We s pecialise in building t o your requirem ents Con trol P anels,
Distr ibution Board for all industr ial and domestic situations.

Quick, Competitive Quotes Given.
Comprehensive Technical Service
--------·----

Large Stocks of Starters, Contactors.
Specialists in Heating Contactors.
All enquiries direct please to the above address.

.-

-----------------------

EASY COMPACT
INSTALLATION
FOR

WATER

SUPPLY

Self-priming with a suction lift of 25
feet, the electric driven M range of
Mono Pumps are compactly constructed, flange mounted to a motor
Th e
of very low power consumption.
Its silent operation permits installation in any convenient position and
the non-pulsating, steady flow will
not transmit noise through the pipeline. No oiling or greasing of the
pumping element is required and no
Attractive terms to Dealers
foot valve necessary.
MONO PUMPS LIMITED, 31b CENTRAL HOTEL CHAMBERS, 7/9 DAME COURT, DUBLIN.
Telephone Number: Dublin 70843.
MP251
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osangas
serves all industries with best
quality lowest priced bottled gas
--·-·

---~-

----·

Jetalr Heater

Kosangas Tanker

Industrial Heaters

• Kosanyas service aids productivity and effects economy not only in

•

•
•
•

plumbing and heating, but in numerous other industrial and domestic
applications.
Kosangas is widely known as Ireland's most versatile industrial fuel:
a modern, clean-burning, fumeless gas of high calorific value, leaving
no deposits.
Kosangas service has earned a high reputation for promptness and
efficiency. Skilled technicians and fitters are available.
Kosangas Propane is supplied in 73 lb., 24 lb., and 11 lb. cylinders.
Kosangas can also be delivered in bulk into customer's own storage.
Kosangas technicians can provide guidance on any industrial fuel
problem without obligation.

• Kosangas offer a HIRE SERVICE for certain equipment.
II you would like a copy of our new Leaflet of Kosangas Industrial Applications please telephone our Industrial Sales Dept:
Belfast 33221 or Dublin 74774

McMULLANS
McMULLANS

KOSANGAS
KOSANGAS

(N.I.) LIMITED, 7 FOUNTAIN STREET, BELFAST,
TELEPHONE: BELFAST 33221
LIMITED, O'CONNELL BRIDGE HOUSE, DUBLIN 2. TELEPHONE: DUBLIN 74774

Eighteen
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A WARM air heating system which,
it is claimed, shows big savings all
round, has been
installed illJ a show
SAVINGS
bungalow at the
WITH NEW
Ivanhoe DevelopSYSTEM
ment, Carryduff.
An oil-fired system which was developed on the Continent and in
Britain, the new system is sponsored
by Shell-Mex and B.P. Ltd.
Known as Brick Central, the system
features a central brick chamber with
the boiler circulating hot air to downstairs rooms at ceiling level.
While the system cannot be fitted
into existing dwellings because the
chamber has to be built into the house
in its initial stages of erection, it is
expected that it will set a new pattern
in central heating.
The Ivanhoe Development with 83
sites contains some of the most modern houses in the Province.
More
than 30 bungalows incorporating this
heating system are planned.

***
KELLY Limited

, ."' I.-:

December, 1965.

~'////~~~~/~/~

~"'~ ~
'IIV
~
~ NOTES

~ Successful
~ I t•
f
~ ns •tute o
~~~J Fuel dinner

e OUR PICTURE shows .(from left): President G. J. Gollin; N.I. Chairman
J. M. Dow; the Lo·rd Mayor, Councillor William Jenkins; Councillor JVJ. Orr and
Mr. E. McBride, N.I. Secretary.
Lord Mayor of Belfast suggested
TtoHEthis
month that if it was possible
obtain gas from under the North

proposed by the Right Hon. Lord
Mayor of Belfast, Councillor Wm.
Jenkins, J.P., who expressed the hope
that if natural gas was to be found
in the North Sea, it might also be
found in the Irish Sea, thus creating
a source of power which could revo!utionise the econo~ of Ulster.
The President replied to the toast
paying particular tribute to the growth
of the Northern Ireland Group.

cheaper petrol and oil as a result of
Jthis "home product.!"
The Chairman, J. M. Dow, Esq., welcomed over eighty members and guests.
The toast of the " Institute " was

Chairman of the Scottish Section, both
of whom spoke of their pleasure in
being present, at the same time bringing many smiles with their topica.l
reminiscences.

JOHN
of Belfast
Sea it should be equally feasible to
have been appointed Northern Ireland
get s>u pplies from under the Irish
sales agents for the
Sea.
storage tank ser- Councillor
JOHN
William Jenkins, who was
vices of Powell
speaking at the annual dinner of the
KELLY
Northern Ireland Group of the InDuffryn EngineerAGENCY
stitute of Fuel, held in the Midland
ing Company LimHotel, said there was every hope that
imited, of Cardiff. The agency covers
the North Sea fuel would bring many
The toast of the Guests was proposed by
all of Powell Duffryn Engineering's
advantages.
the founder Chairman of the Group,
The
Lord
Mayor
said
the
opening
on
activities in the tankage field, rangJ. S. Kennedy, Esq., and the responses
Belfast Lough of the B.P. Refinery
ing from the supply of works-made
were by E. D. Maguire, Esq., Chairman
had been a m a. j or contribution
of Messrs. Davidson and Co. Ltd.
tanks to the on-site construction of
towards the economy of the Province,
(Sirocco), and E. W. L. Blaikie, Esq.,
which had already benefited by
tank farm installations.

Instantaneous HOT
WATER from steamwithout storage
e An agreement has been concluded
between Valor and National Plasticsa wholly-owned subsidiary of Courtal!.lds-whereby Valor is to market
exclusively in the U.K. the well-known
range of Corina plastics flushing cisteros.

***

RICHARD Crittall & Company
NO
Limited (151 Great Portland Street,
London, W.l) have joined as a1 full
member The Hospital Construction
Group Limitled, the recJ,mtly-formed
consortium which provides a comprehensive service to regiO'llal hospital
boards and private architects on the
design and construction of hospital
Publishedbuildings.
by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965

Cox Steam and Water Mixers deliver from
50 to 24,000 gallons per hour.
They operate with the highest efficiency at all pressures.
Silent, efficient, compact and easy to install, replacing
bulky and costly calorifiers.
MODELS:
(1) BABY COX (f') for wash-basins, sinks, etc.
(2) JUNIOR COX 1-5 <i"-2") for process work, vats
and general purposes.
(3) SENIOR COX (2!"-8") for large volumes of hot
water for process hot water supplies.
NO TIME LAG - NO STORAGE • NO STEAM TRAPS
LOSS OF CONDENSATION - NO MOVING
PARTS '1'0 GO WRONG

**
*

~?ur~m!Yb~!~~r!!!;! I~!!S~~
#

Dept. IP.21, 14 Park Lane. Sheffield 10.
----~
Tel.: 64282. Telegrams: "Heaters Sheffield".
~
Agents:
f
Halpin & Hayward Ltd., Unity Buildings,
Lower O'Connell st., DUBLIN. Tel. 48638
589, Upper Newtownards Road, Knock, Belfast. Tel. Dundonald 3212.
·
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The Temple System
offers
Building Tolerance
The '0' ring joi nt allows for
plus or minu s 1 t"

Heat Resistance
Withstands continuous disc harge
of boil ing water

Speed
Light weight and fabricated units
speed up installation

Efficiency
Pitch fibre pipe; Polypropylene
fittings : both non-corrodible and
non- electrolytic

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss9/1
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'of course, Temple pre-fabricated units
with the new '0' ring joints were used'
fhe Temp le system for multi-storey 6" sotl ptpes speeds up
the building operatton dramattca lly. The Neoprene ·o· ring
joint allows for building tolerances of plus or minus 1t''. Pitch
ftbre pipes are exceptionally ltght. and can be sawn. drilled or
grooved on site using only hand tools-more speed. less cost.
fewer labour charges .
Wnte to Temple Tubes for technicall1terature and lea rn abou t
the untque fabrication and design service. the Neoprene
ring joint and the Temple ·push-on' W C connector

·o·

!~,~.e~.~,.!.~.~~:~.,
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Northern
Notes (cont.)

BUILDING
CENTRE
OFFICIALLY
OPENED
HE Prime Minister, Capt. Terence
O'Neill took time off from
~
to
1a t e 1ast month
electioneermg
I I d's
formally open Nor{lbem re an
new Building Centre.

T

Ca t O'Neill spoke of " the task .of
:atlonal renewal." It was, he. saJd,
the job of scrapping. the ~nsatisfac;
tory and i·neffident unpedlmenta .o
the industrial revolutlon-da.rk, tlld .gned inconvenient factories and
es• d'
crowded,
inadequa(e
'ld'
new
crampe '
homes-and of bm mg a
h .cal structure which would offer
P ysJ
· ty f Norththe economy and socre .o
land
the
opportumty
ern Ire
r . of the
best of contemporary Jvtng.
The Prime Minister said they were
.
this in Northern Inland
domg
d
th
" because our people deserve no ing Jess and because of the ~~ng
compulsions of a highly competitive
world."
Capt. O'Neill said that heavy ~ew
burdens would fall upon the budding industry in NortheJ·n Irda.nd.
The new city, the major expansiOn
of existing towns, urban renewal and
the clearance of slum areas were
some of the challenges which lay
ahead.
Mr. Robert McKinstl'), the c~airman
of the centre's board of duectors,
said the centre would become a
meeting place for the whole buildi·ng industry.
"We have all been fragmented for
too long, working separately from
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our own compartments, so ventures
such as this at a time of the greatest building activity ever known,
will help enormously to bring us all
together and to be more forward
as a team."
The director of the buildin~ centre
is Mr. Shan~ Belford, a 33-yearold architect whom Capt. O'Neill
described as " a young man of great
e'Jlergy and imagination."
The centre, which is located at 4
Arthur Place, is a complete information centre f1Qr the building industry. There is a permanent display by SO firms of builders and
facilities include a lecture theatre.
The building centre has been established of local architects, building
contractors, engineers and quantity
surveyors, to serve the building industry in Northern Ireland.
WITH the introduction of the MTP
750, 1000 and 1300, the range of
Wanson Thermobloc Multipass air
WANSON'S
heaters is increased
NEW AIR
to eight models,
HEATERS
550,000
covering
to 3,500,000 B.t.u./h. The new models
complete the Multipass range and
make it the most comprehensive and
technically advanced standard range
of air heaters available to British industry. The new models are rated at
750,000, 1,000,000 and
1,300,000
B.t.u./h.
Based on the well-proven and
highly developed larger Multipass
range, and on the more recent MTP
550 model, the new units again employ
a horizontally disposed combc.stion
chamber and :heat exchanger tubes.
This arrangement enables the maximum amou.nt of heat to be extracted
from the heating surfaces and ensures
a thermal efficiency of greater than
80 per cent.
The combustion gases
make a four-pass circuit before being
discharged by the induced draught
fan.
With a high capacity main circulating fan and a comparatively low
temperature rise through the unit, the
heavy gauge construction of the combustion chamber and heat exchanger
ensures that specific heat strain is remarkably low.
In this way, these
vita] parts are assured of a very long
life without distortion or metal
fatigue, which can easily occur where
thinner gauge materials and higher
temperatures are used.

e
air

The new Wanson 1300 Multipass
heater fitted
with moveable

discharge heads.

CTC Heat (London) Ltd. (17 Sloane
Street, London, S.W.l) are now marketing a compact
COMPACT
a n d inexpensive
CTC
heat exchanger inUNIT
corporating a special battery made of
spiralled copper tubes connected in
parallel. Suitable sections are provided for heat transfer. Various
models are available, with heating surface areas ranging from 30 sq. ft. to
170 sq. ft.
Although particl',lar!y suitable for
use in conjunction with CTC hot
water and heating calorifiers, this
space-saving unit also has applications
in many other fields where it is relt
quired to heat or cool liquids.
can be used, for example, as a preheater or post-heater, as a cooler battery in a condensate water container,
as an exchanger between hot water
and heating systems, and for heating
or cooling petroleum, benzine, special
oils and similar liquids.
The unit-designed for a working
pressure of 140 p.s.i.-is fullv described in an illustrated leaflet now
available from the company.

e THE contract has been signed for
the 14-acre site at Ballyclare, Northern Ireland, for the projected new
£500,000 factory of Turner's Asbestos
Cement Co.
Twenty-one
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HEVAC '66

-------

THE EXHIBITIONS.
year sees HEVAC back again at Olympia. Already indications are that
t11is will be a record HEVAC in e\'ery respect. This month we take an
early tJreview look at some of the more interesting exhibits.

)~ext

20 per cent larger
than 64 exhibition!!-T-h-is-,
1

A

strong foreign challenge will be
made at the fourth HEY AC, the
International Heating, Ventilating and
Air Conditioning Exhibition at Olympia, London, next year.
The exhibition, largest of its kind
ever held, will be opened by Lord
Robens, Chairman of the National
Coal Board, Qn April 14, 1966. The
sh()w closes on April 22.
The exhibition is nearly 20 per cent.
larger than the previous HEVAC, in
1964. Exhibitors' stands cover more
than 100,000 square feet and the big
overseas competition with the British
industry comes from firms representing some dozen countries.
One of
the largest overseas displays at
HEYAC will be that of the Government of Ontario, who have taken
2,000 square feet of space t() present
an integrated exhibit of equipment
manulfactured in their territory.
Industrial Exhibitions Limited say
that more than ten per cent. of the
equipment shown will be from overseas.
With the accent on fuel economy,
many new systems will be introduced
which not only reduce running costs
but make installation of equipment
cheaper. One company will demonstrate a low pressure hot water heating system which, by using standardised fittings, and a totally closed circuit with a new type of diaphragm
pressure tank, can cut the cost of a
domestic installation by as much as
20 per cent.
Another firm plans to demonstrate
how solid fuel central heating can be
installed in modern caravans, with
radiators in all "rooms."
Several exhibitors make a point of
the silence of their systems.
By
silencing the supply units of ducted
ventilation, cost is cut in the sounddeadening requirements of the ducting.
Advances are to be announced in
the automation of control and safety
systems in both domestic and industrial apparatus.
The closer that a
control system can approach ideal
operating conditions, the greater the
economy in fuel.
Early forecasts by exhibitors of
what they will show at Olympia follow.
Heat Output Trebled.-A dual purpose
central heating radiator has been
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss9/1
developed
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ventional radiator, with an output of
4,000 B.t:w.fh., but, when fans are
switched on, steps the output up to
14,000 B.t.u.fh.
Tangential fans are
used, giving a high air flow at comparatively slow speed with very little
sound.
With the fans on, air is drawn down
the wall behind the radiator then up
through the space between the back
and centre panels and finally down
between the centre and front panels,
discharging at floor level. The long
traverse of the air flow gives the new
radiator
exceptional
heat-transfer
properties and the makers claim that
the unit is the smallest radiator with
such a high output. It is only 4! ins.
in depth. The 18-inch radiator, designed for fitting beneath windows, is
52 ins. long; the standard radiator,
40 ins. tall, is 28 ins. long.
A thermosta~ controls the fan
system with a working range of 55-80
degs. F. (Advance Engineering Limited, Whytecliffe Road, Purley, Surrey).
Quiet Air Conditioning.-By intraducing a considerable degree of noise
suppression in the main SUo!Jply unit,
F. H. Biddle Limited claim that the
Biddle-Bronswerk Inductair allows less
costly provisions for sound-deadening
in the air supply ducts. The primary
air chamber is thermally and acoustically insulated on the inside with
fibreglass.
New Million B.t.u. Bo:Jer.-A sectiona! type oil-fired boiler which
ranges from five to ten sections with
ratings of 500,000 to I ,000,000 B.t.u.'s,
is the new oroduct featured bv John
Harper.
.
Commodore oil-filled electric radiators, selling well overseas, are shown.
These are being particularly successfully marketed in Spain, Denmark and
France and assembled for sale in
Austria, Belgium, Portugal and Eire.
Another Harper interest is packaged boiler sets for "coin-op" Iaunderettes. Five units, from 400,000 to
800,000 B.t.u./h., are available, with
special installations for soft water
areas.
Slimmer Than Ever Boiler.-A completely fresh approach to the design of
a domestic gas boiler by Powell
Duffryn Heating has resulted in a
unit which is only 10 inches wide.
"The design takes advantage of all
our experience but without copying
the design features of its predecessors,"

The boiler, the G.33, with 33,000
B.t.u./h. output, uses a plain walled
flue.
In place of the conventional
metal fins there is a removable stainless steel diffuser.
These features
make for easy servicing. All servicing
can be carried <.mt from the front and
top of the boiler.
Powell Duffryn, co-operating with
their associate, Compagnie Francaise
Powell Duffryn, are exporting heating
appliances to France, with particular
emphasis on gas-fired boilers and
ducted warm air heaters.
There is
also a substantial market, they report,
in Germany for electric radiators.
Spiral Heat.- Heating elements
made from solid drawn coooer tube
to which a spirally wound ~~pper fin
is alloyed, are used in the heater units
shown by Spiral Tubes.
Optimum
heat transfer is obtained by the use
o!0 copper throughout and the positive
fin-to-tube bonding.
The company offer unit heaters in
six sizes for use with high pressu.re
or low pressure hot water or with
steam. There is a choice of three
motor speeds. Where low temperature water is used as a heating medium, special high-efficiency elliptical
finned tube is used for the elements.
Boiler Research.-Three years of
research lie behind the new boiler
produced by Steel Radiators, the
Stelrad Fifty. The makers say that it
represents a completely new approach
to boiler design, making extensive use
of stainless steel. Unit construction
has been adopted to make speedy
servicing easier.
The Stelrad Fifty, with an output of
50,000 B.t.u.'s, can be sup,rylied for
either gas or oil firing.
The firm backs uo the new boiler
with a range of newiy designed panel
radiators.
Century-and-a-H~'f of Gas.-Halcyon gas-fired warm air heaters form
the main feature of the StN!E exhibit,
with examples of conventional flue,
balanced flue and Se-Duct installations. One of the heaters is shown
sectionally cut away and encased in
perspex, demonstrating the component parts of a heater and their operational functions.
The company's association with gas
goes back for more than a centuryand-a-half, when Thomas Sugg, of
Westminster, made the nioes for the
first gas street li,e-hting- in Carlton
House Terrace, London, in 1807.
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CURRENT GAS TRENDS

Swing to gas
well maintained
Undertakings now have a highly
trained 'Home Heat Service' capable
of design and specification work
from small 'partial' jobs to warming
the air of a Bus Depot. They are

THE British Gas Council, in figures
for the period April, 1964, to
March, 1965, demonstrates that the
swing to gas is proceeding, for
nearly 1,000,000 gas fires were
sold, four times as many as five years
ago. Central heating installations
totalled well over 120,000, an increase of more than a third compared
with a year ago ! Why these meteor
like rises? Why this upsurge of
customer confidence in a fuel
"written off" ten years ago as being
behind the times and dying on its
feet?

introducing tariffs as attractive as
any in Britain and are actively
promoting the sale and installation
of 'packaged deal' heating sets so
successful elsewhere. Irish Gas is
winning Corporation and private
housing over to gas heating in
increasing numbers and if these
economics are attractive to a Council
tenant what better recommendation
can be taken for the larger 'well off'
client.

Many factors contrioote, of course,
but the offer of 'cheaper gas' on a
special heating tariff around 17d
Therm and a "hard sell" policy were
the most important. Manufacturers
of appliances contributed brilliantly;
dozens of up to the minute fires,
boilers and warm air heaters were
designed and submitted to the ardous
testing of the Gas Council's Appliance Testing and Research Station
at Watson House. Ten years
ago the makers of gas central
heating
equipment could
be
counted on the fingers of one
hand, they have now increased many
times over and "dual fuel" makers
now report that the major part of
their turnover is in gas equipment.
New gas manufacturing methods and
the "cast iron" probability. of finding
natural gas in the North Sea means
that Western Europe's Gas Industry
is in for a hey-day greater than the
days of the industrial revolution.
The customers for gas heating and the
Installer trade are "over the moon"
with the benefits of gas as a heat
source, although technically speaking
gas is marginally dearer than some
competitive fuels, the ease of control
and the simple facts of life, like low
capital cost and a positive 'no burn,
no pay' running costs have converted
the market to a very large extent. The
installer is happy because he now
knows just how little cost he is put
to in expensive "caB backs" and his
service problems is handled by the
Gas Undertaking.
Dublin Gas Company and Belfast Gas
Department and the larger Irish
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965

BULLFINCH

(GAS EQUIPMENT)

L TO.

DIADEM WORKS, KINGS ROAD, TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM 11
Telephone: ACOdts Green 6301/ S

1
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UNIDARE TAKE OVER OERLIKON.-At the Dubli'll reception to mark the successful take-over bid by
Unidare Ltd. for Oerlikon (Electrodes) Ltd. (I.P.H.E., No-vember) were (from left): Dr. Robert Lake
Lanker, Managing Director, Oerlikon; the Minister for Industry and Commerce, Dr. Hillery; P. H.
Greer, Chairman of the new company; J. C. B. McCarthy, Secretary, Department o'f Industry and Commerce; and Mr. J. A. Sedgwick, Director.
SECOND PICTURE (from leflt): Messrs. A. F. Bush (Oerlikon); F. Enright (Office of Public Works); B. Lennon (Office of Public Works), and Mr. C. B. Allen,
the Oerlikon Irish General Manager.
~----------------------~
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WIIHOUI THIS
22 MILLION PEOPLE WON'T WANT TO KNOW YOU
This Autumn, high impact. full colour press advertisements for Lincoln warm air central heating
will be seen by over 22 million home conscious
readers in journals like Ideal Home, Homes and
Gardens and Reader's Digest. Lincoln installers
will be making even bigger profits. Don't you want
a share of the cake?
Installing Lincoln warm air makes sense.
Lincoln Furnaces. Quality built to give trouble free
installations. Bred in Canada's rigorous winters.
Many unique features. For five years Lincoln have
been warming British homes, so they really know
about warm air.
Lincoln design service. When you are a Lincoln
installer you just send the plans to Lincoln and they
design the Installations for you, free of charge.
This saves you time and as everybody knows, time
is money, so you win both ways.
The wide range of lincoln Furnaces. The largest
range of furnaces manufactured in the U.K. There is
a Furnace for every installation. Lincoln ducting,

purpose made ducting for every job. So, if you think
you measure up to our high standards and like
working with a company that likes working, then
you deserve a share of the cake. Write for full
information on Lincoln Furnaces, or ask our representative to visit you.
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Lincoln Furnaces Ltd.
Area Representative, J. Fleck Esq.,
1 2 Wynn land Road, Carmoney,
Newtown Abbey, Co. Antrim.
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A TURF v. oil row has delayed the
building of the new £1± million
Science Department
at University ColA TURF
lege, Cork.
The
v. OIL
dispute
between
DISPUJE
College authorities
-they favour an . oil-fired heating
system-has been m progress since
the Department insisted on a turffired system.
Three years have now passed since
sketch plans were submitted for approval with the heating crux presenting the latest reason for a further
hold-up.

been achieved, resulting in improvements both in combustion performance and manufacturing techniques.
Boiler shell sizes have been rationalised and the most effective boiler
length to diameter ratio adopted.
Improved heat transfer rates with consequent higher overall efficiency are
the outcome of increased flue gas
Standard
velocity and turbulence.
equ.ipment includes a Saacke rotary
cup oil burner, complete with silencer,
matched to the boiler design. Steam
and water boiler mountings, control
equipment and feed pumps are of the
highest quality available.

* * *

e The new " thermax two."
A NEW range of seven sizes with
nominal capac1t1es of from 15-60
tons of completely use in chilled water air conditioning
ANEW
packaged
liquid applications, the units may also be
CHILLER
chilling machines used in all types of process cooling
RANCE
is now available applications.
This range of units
from Carlyle Air offers a choice of condensing sources,
Conditioning Company. Each unit either water cooled, air cooled or
contains, according to size, either one, evaporative cooled versions are availtwo, three or four hermetic recipro- able.
cating compressors, and is complete
The units are unusually compact
THE Ruston Group, drawing on the with the cooler, controls and internal
and show a great saving in floor
accumulated boiler making exper- piping and wiring.
ience of many
space.
Every model will pass
The factory-wired control centre inRUSTON
years at both the cludes a step-controller for capacity through a standard 30" doorway.
PAXMAN
Ruston and Pax- control; up to seven steps are proINTRODUCTION man Works, has vided on the larger models. The step
introduced a new controller also ensures that not more e A completely new and extremely
standard range of Shell boilers.
of
Double-Duty
series
than one compressor will start at any versatile
Designated " thermax two," the new one time.
boilers, suitable for operation on oil,
boiler is to follow the three pass, wet
Although designed particularly for gas, solid fuel or wood, has been inback, oil-fired, shell type pattern and
troduced to this country by CTC Heat
incorporates many featu.res of the
(London) Ltd. (17 Sloane Street, Lonwell-known Ruston Thermax and e A recent change of address has don, S. W. I). Known as the CTC 440
been that of J. & E. Hall Ltd. They Series, it comvrises nine different
Paxman Super-Uitranomic designs.
The new range is available either bam moved their Dublin branch models with heating surface areas
in packaged form, with evaporations office to 19-22 North Cumberland from 10 sq. ft. to 100 sq. ft., and
The maximum capacities from 48,000 to
up to 35,000 lb./hr., or free standing, Street (Phone 488471-2-3-4).
with evaporations up to 50,000 lb./hr. company is a member of the Hall- 480,000 B.t.u./h. per hour. The series
Water heater Thermotlank Group which covers the thus covers a complete range of apfrom and at 100 C.
outputs extend up to 50 million refrigeration, air conditioning and plications, from the small house or
mechanical ventilation fields among bungalow to industrial and commerB.T.U.'s/hr.
A high degree of standardisation has others.
cial premises.
Twenty-five
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Special Control Panel

Manufacturers of BOILERHOUSE CONTROL PANELS,
INSTRUMENT PANELS, SWITCHBOARDS, FIRE
VALVES & ACCESSORIES

HEATING CONTROLS & DEVICES LTD.
Head Office & Works: CARROWREAGII ROAD, DUNDONALD, BELFAST, N. IRELAND.
Phone: Dundonald 2683/4/5
Also at 31 LINCOLN PLACE, WESTLAND ROW, DUBLIN, 2. Phone 63512.

COMPLETE THE.
INSTALLATION.
ROCKSILWITH
INSULATION
Whatever the type of heating Installation Rocksil
Building Insulation Products in quilt, mat or
blanket form, will greatly reduce heat loss and
give excellent impact sound Insulation. The
material is quick and easy to lay. Slabs and pipe
sections are also available for tank and pipe
insulation.
See literature in SPEC/FILE

Rocksil
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss9/1
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What's so special about the Chieftain?
Plenty. It is, for instance, exceptionally quiet in operation, cool running and most economical
in floor space. It ranks as an outstanding 3-pass, oil-fired boiler. It is fully automatic with
optional superheaters. It offers excellent internal accessibility. And that's not all. Dominating
other important advantages is its performance-rated at 85% gross c.v. efficiency. Small
wonder, then, that demand runs high for the Chieftain-the finest boiler of its type available
in Europe today. Write now for details to Cochran & Co. Annan Limited, Newbie Works,
Annan, Dumfriesshire, Scotland. Tel :Annan 2111 or contact us in London {Tel: Abbey 4441) in
Glasgow (Tel: Central 4929).

COCHRAN CHIEFTAIN ROllER
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965
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AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY IN SEVEN HEIGHTS OF
1113/16",
7f',

lSi", 19 11/16",

23j'', 27 9/16" AND 35 7/16", AND IN LENGTHS FROM 19!'' TO 236f' IN ONE PIECE. HIGH PERFORMANCE, EXCELLENT MATERIAL, SMOOTH ROUND TOP WITHOUT RIDGE. FULL RANGE
OF SIZES READY FOR INSTALLATION.

BARLO HEATING LTD., CLONMEL. TEL.: 567.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss9/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7GM61
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Radfators,

radiant p a n e I s,
a n d s k i r t in g
hea.tmg systems (incL valves
and controls)

conv~ctors

Many app/ications covered
A unit capable .of. transmitting ~eat

It may interest our readers that unit is a heater composed of a finned
various types of paints have a con- tube element fabricated from metallic
siderable adverse effect on radiation; tube to which metallic fins have been
e.g., ordinary bronze paint (metallic) bonded. They are available inseveral
may reduce the total transmission of sizes, from t" diameter upwards,
radiation by as much as 36 % on plain either made from steel or certain comsu.rface ceiling position and 2S % on positions or copper.
The resistance
plain surface wall position. As far as of the flow of steam or hot water in
painting radiators is concerned, the finned-tube elements is the same as
position may be summarised as fol- that through standard piping of equal
lows: most paints, except metallic size.
Where an equal distribution of heat
paints, can be used without altering
appreciably the amount of radiated is required in a bu.ildine, finned-tube
proves very effective in that it can be
heat.
The general effect of an enclosure or easily fitted right around the base
cabinet placed about a radiator is to board of a room, and so preventing
restrict the airflow and diminish the unnecessary draughts and uneven temproportion of output due to radiation. perature.
Normal placement of the
However, proper well designed en- tube is along the walls of greatest
closures may improve the heat distri- heat loss, whether in the form of
bution obtained in an unenclosed rad- skirting beating, forced fan convector
iator.
or a battery of finned tubing.
A
Types of Radiators in common use sinuous water flow through the tubing is recommended in preference to
to-day are:(a) Panel radiators, pressed steel, headers to terminate the pipe runs,
to prevent short circuiting, where
aluminium.
several tiers are to be fitted. Further(b) Cast iron column radiators
(c) Convector radiator, as distinct more, the application of the sinuous
system gives a more even temperatv.re
from the convector heater.
and cuts down, on the use of balancing
(d) Skirting radiators.
valves.
(e) Finned-tu.bing radiator.
Convector Heaters are made in a
(f) Base-board radiator.
The medium of heating radiators very wide variety, depths, sizes, lengths
can be either hot water, high or low and enclosures. The heating elements
temperature, high or low pressure consists of fabricated ferous or nonsteam high or low pressure, hot oii ferous metals as well as cast iron.
circulation, electric elements and gas. The air enters the bottom of the
heater enclosure, and is heated when
The Finned-tube heat distributing
it passes through the heating elements,
and leaves the enclosure through the
HEAT EMISSIQN,....-B.T.U.'s per sq. ft. per hour.
Width in
outlet grille over the heatin~ elements.
Emission.
Type of
Inches.
B.t.u.'s/hr./sq. ft. The units may be of the free standRadiator.
ing, wall mounting, recessed type. The
2t" to 3t"
185
(a) Column Radiator
heating medium can be hot water
S"
to Sf'
170
"
steam, hot oil or gas or electricity. '
7f' to Sf'
160
"
"
The modern convector heater is
3"
to 3!''
18S
(b) Hospital
Pattern
often called the " fan-assisted " or
S"
to Sf'
ISS
forceflow convector heater. The unit
7"
to 7{"
1SI
,,
,
incorporates a cabinet with too and
13" to 13!''
ISS
(c) Cast Iron Window Rad.
bottom grilles, the bottom ~rille- being
Cast iron
171
(d) Wall Radiator ..
Steel (single panel)
192

either by rad1at10n or convection,
or both together, may be called a
radiator. The term radiator is generally confined to steel panel or castiron sectional radiation.
Panel radiators are generally made of the
pressed steel type or of the aluminium type, the latter being somewhat
revolutionary, in that the water capacity is reduced, by special internal
design. Since the water content is
reduced, faster heating takes place,
thus being more economical than the
standard pressed steel type.
The
plainer the surface of the panel radiator the ereater is the radiation area.
In the case of the column radiator,
the closer the columns or sections, the
greater the proportion of convected
and radiated heat.
Convected heat warms the air and
is distributed by natural convection
currents.
These currents can carry
heat to areas where radiant heat is not
effective, e.g., at the back of presses,
behind stairways, etc.
Radiant heat
is transmitted in all directions in
straight lines and passes through the
air in the form of heat waves, e.g.,
as in sunlight, ultra violet light, etc.
Secondly, when the radiant heat strikes
an opaque object or surface the energy
or heat is re-directed again by the
object or surface.
One favourable point in relation to
radiant heat is that the air is inclined
to retain its natural humidity.

( Ht•pro<lucrtl from

Bnl~>h

('n·lt•

of l'ractic<' C' 1'. 341.300-307,

1956).

Continued overleaf
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widespread. On rise in temperature
N this equipment review
to the pre-determined setting, the
we take a look at new
.,...ll.lllt".,..Tbis Special Review thermostatic valve shuts off the suparticle is by J. L. ply of hot water to the radiator
developments in the fields
which is turn affects the running cost~
Fitzgerald, B.Sc.
of the boiler, and on a droo in temc o v e r e d by this month's
perature the valve opens again thus
allowing the- radiator to heat u~. In
special review. (All claims are
the industrial ~ld the use of motorised valves, stearl\- and hot water temthose of the manufacturers).
perature regulators outside uilot con~rol stats, etc., is ~ery much on the
TRANE Tyve FK Convectors are
mcrea.se. The user is becoming very free standing with standard open inlet,
consciOus of the necessity of such fuel and can be supplied in six various
saving units.
heights and 11 different lengths. To
The control of the flow of steam provide greater strength, fronts and
from previous page
or hot water can easily be achieved tops are in 18 gauge, backs and end
Cabinets 36"
panels are 20 gauge.
generally fitted with filter pads, heat- by the fitting of thermostatic valves
long or longer are further reinforced
room
thermostats'.
motorised
valves,
ing elements, su!)er silent blower
by a horizontal steel channel welded
coupled to an electric resilient motor, etc. While at the same· time the con~
to the inside surface of the front
trol
of
the
speed
of
blowers
and
fans
mounted below the elements; a three
panel.
in
the
fan
assisted
heaters)
(as
used
position switch can be incorporated to
The convector grilles are an integral
vary the speed of the fan or blower can be easily controlled by a room
The sooner we realise part of the front panel. The convecfrom slow to fast, and a damper on thermostat.
the to9 outlet. The fan assisted con- that a little extra capital expenditure tors can be supplied in several models:
vector heater has now been so per- at t~e beginning of our installations or wall mounting, recessed, semi-recessed
proJects, the sooner will we return and sloping top for both free standing
fected as to prove almost noiseless.
our
capital outlay.
Radiant Heating.- The ideal balContinued page thirty-three
ance of heat for the human body at
-----work or play is normally that obtained
from outdoor sunshine. In the factory or workshop this ideal balance is
most nearly approached by radiant
heating, which can provide a comfortable environment achieved at
lower air temperatures than are necessary with other heating systems.
In large or medium size buildings
Pour O~YP~C, the guaranteed leak repair
where roofs are generally high, and
preparatiOn, mto a hot water installation and
heat losses great, the worker in a more
seal leaks, no matter where they are, in
or less stationary position, radiant
30 minutes!
heating systems, using steam, hot
Faulty fittings, bad threads, sand holes, any leak
water, Infra Red heating, gas heating
through any cause is sealed economically and
or electric radiant panels, have many
quickly .. No dismantling needed; no patches
advantages, which are not widely used
or weldmg; no need to even find the leak;
in this country.
no trouble at all !
The principal advantages is that
*Oxypic prevents rust and scale. It can be
constant heat is provided to the
also
used as an active leak preventive.
stationary worker, which is comfortN.B.-Unsuitable for domestic or draw-off
able;. fuel savings can be cut by apsystems.
proximately 25%; there is very little
Retail price £1 per tin C.O.D., money refunded if
air disturbance which is so valuable
not satisfied.
to air laden factories and industries;
6EALING
local heating can be easily achieved
COMPOUND
in exposed areas, etc.; lighting units
Full details fromca~ be easily built in to many raystnp panels, etc.
Pickups Of Scarborough And York
Controls and Valves.-With much
Dept. I.P.l.
emphasis on economies and automatic
control and labour saving devices, the
ROSCOE WORKS, SCARBOROUGH
Tel.: 4996 {7 {8
growth of automatic controls is
steadi ly on the increase. To give but
and at 49 MONKGATE, YORK
Tel.: York 24644
one single instance: the use of the
thermostatic radiator valve for domEstablished 1892.
estic central heating is becoming very

Radiators,

Convectors etc

HEATING SYSTEM LEAKS
SEALED WHILST
YOU SIT BACK

Oxyplc

Thirty
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heating • • •

improves
efficiency,
reduces
running
costs

Today's demand is for better,
more effective heating systems. Steel radiators Ltd.the pioneers of the steel
radiator in the U.K.- have
made two important additions to their range of central
heating products, which bring
new flexibility to designers
and considerable advantages
to users.

STELOSTAT

STELRADS

(Covered by world-wide patents)

The new thermostatic valve that
controls the heat output from individual radiators and maintains
pre-set room temperatures.
Of similar dimensions to an ordinary control valve, Stelostat may
be easily fitted to existing or new
small-bore installations, the low
cost will be rapidly recovered
from savings in fuel consumption.

•

STELERATOR
A new accelerator pump for small
bore systems which is compact,
completely silent in operation, and
has a power consumption of only
20 watts. Self lubricating bearings
and the judicious use of stainless
steel in its construction ensure
satisfactory service over very long
periods.

The best steel radiators for every
installation. Available in the
widest range of sizes, shapes and
heat outputs to meet all the requirements of industrial, institutional or domestic systems. The
specification of Stelrads is an
insurance; research, careful manufacture and stringent 100 lb
pressure test ensure the longest
trouble-free life.

THE BEST COSTS LESS WITH STELRAD HEATING

STEEL RADIATORS
SOUTHALL,

MIDDX. TEL.:

IRISH REPRESENTATIVE:
Published by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1965

SOUTHALL 2603.

MR.

KENNITH

ALSO

LEE,

AT:

KINCRAM

LIMITED
DALBEATTIE,
PLACE,

SCOTLAND. TEL.:

FITZWILLIAM PLACE,

DALBEATTIE 491
Tel . : Dublin 65328.
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RUNTAL RADS •••
NEED LESS SPACE •••
GIVE MORE HEAT!

RUNTAL CONVECTORS pack more ..
radiating area into the smallest possible ~
length. This coupled, with their complete versatility of size (you can order specific dimensions
to suit your customers exact needs) makes them
ideal for any area where extra high heat output is
required. And you can count on Runtal for quick
delivery and service.

RUNT AL PANEL RADIATORS reflect a
'decor-design' approach to heating. Extra high in
heat output, these rads add good looks to every
installation. This plus dependable delivery
ensures your clients complete satisfaction. Recommend Irish made Runtal. Available from
RUNTALRAD LIMITED,
147 LR. RATHMINES RD., DUBLIN, 6

T

TELEPHONE 976973

1'\11\tal
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and wall mount. They can be supplied with inlet grilles which completely hide valves and pipe connections.
They feature a non-ferrous heating
element, which responds instantly to
the thermostat withou.t lagging or
overriding their settings, and therefore wasting no fuel by overheating.
Finger-tip damper control conveniently located at the top of the cabinet
modulates the heat output for these
dust and dirt-free, cleanly operating
units.
Also from Trane Ltd., Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland, is the Trane Baseboard heating unit.

December, 1965.

SPECIAL REVIEW
from page tbirty

channel modules 2'' wide by 22" high
by 3" deep, each with 6" deep air
discharge grille. These modules are
held together rigidly by a serpentined
coil of t" bore seamless copper tube
which is expanded hydrauJically-at a
pressure of 1,300 p.s.i. -through accurately formed collared orifices in
each channel flange.
The bond is permanent and the
resultant contact between tube and
flange is such that maximum conductivity from heating medium to formed
front panel is achieved. The assembly
is completed by the attachment of a
THERE are more than 800 different sheet steel back panel and a removsizes of Wilson radiators, which are able steel top cover which permits
air cock fitted to the
made as two models- Waveline and access to the
Straightline. Slimmer than the diam- coil. Conrad heaters are available in
eter of a three-penny piece, the nine different lengths, from 24" long
Straightline radiator can be prepared up to 72" long in 6" increments.
Messrs. Biddle also manufacture the
to match the decor of any room, and
both the Strai£:htline and Waveline Warmline type CF continuous run
can be painted without serious loss of perimiter heating. The unique Biddle
heat emission. Both can be supplied process of mechanically bonding eleas single panels or double, treble or ment fins to tl!.bes gives perfect metal
quadruple banked, and all can be to metal contact, allowing maximum
heat transfer.
Copper tubes are
curved to any angle.
standard;
steel
tubes
are available if
The all-steeL construction makes
them strong, but light, with high heat required. 1 in., 1t in. or 2 in. bore
emission. The combination of hori- tubing can be supplied with various
zontaL and vertical waterways assures fin spacings to suit the application.
rapid circulation of hot water with a
>'.<
TOTAL flexibility in the positioning
balanced heat emission.
They are
suitable for any closed circuit heat- of heating in the home is offered to
ing system-whether this is fuelled by architects, heating en_!?ineers, and
householders by the skirting heating
oil, gas or solid fuel.
units manufactured by Dunham-Bush.
The Waveline models are available
Dunham-Bush 8 ~" high units, when
in lengths from 3" up to 8' 11 ~", risfitted, simuJate and reolace the coning in graduations of approximately
ventional skirting bo~rd, remaining
6". Heights are from 6" to 36",
completely inconspicuous and conrising in graduations of 6".
The
serving valuable wall space, normally
Straightline models are available
from 3" uo
to 7' ll", rising taken up with other types of heating.
The units are operated from an apin graduation-s of 6". The heights are
plication
rated boiler which can be
from 6" to 24" in graduations of 6".
or
solid fuel fired.
The
oil,
gas,
The manufacturers are Henry Wilson
units also have the added advantage
& Co. Ltd., Kirkby, Liverpool.
of being able to run beneath areas
regarded in the past as "cold "-like
THE Conrad new radiant convector large picture windows, where other
from F. H. Biddle Ltd . is fabricated forms of heating appliance cannot be
from hard aluminium alloy sheet sited.

* **

r·

*

*

* * *

* * *

e

From F. H. Biddle Ltd.-the
Conrad radiant convcctor. Illustrated
here is the 72 in. model which weighs
only 49 lbs.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965

MONSELL Mitchell & Co. Ltd.,
heating division, Townsend St., Dublin, represent International Boilers and
Radiators Ltd. in this country, and
market their "Capital'' radiators and
skirting heating. There are 17 sizes
of radiators in three heights to choose
from, and single radiators can be
joined end to end for an exact fit. A
blanking piece neatly covers the join.
Factory made doubl:: panels give
additional heat in the space of one
and are very attractive in appearance.

Continued overleaf

e

Our pictures show three typical
installatioru> of Runtalrad equipment.

Runtal range
R UNTALRAD Ltd . .(147 Lr. Rathmines
Road, Dublin) have recently announced the introduction of a new
range of Irish made panel radiators
and convectors. The main advantages
of Runtal panel radiators are high heat
emission per square foot of heating
surface, the wide range of sizes available, heights from 2~'' to 55" with
increments of 2~", lengths from 1' 8"
to 20' 0'' with increments of 4", good
appearance and an easy cleanable
smooth flat surface.
Runtal panel
radiators may be obtained in either
single or double panels.
Runtal panel radiators are also available
with a "convector plate" fixed to the
back of each panel. The purpose of
this plate is to increase the heating
surface for a given size of radiator.
Runtal convectors have this plate fixed
to the back and front surfaces and are
available in four heights: 2~'', 51'',
8.1" and 11", and lengthg from 1' 8"
to 20' 0". These units have a very
high heat emission per foot length and
are ideal for use under the long low
windows of modern buildings.
Runtalrad Ltd. report their products
widely accepted here and have secured
a number of important Board of Works
contracts>, mainly for schools' heating,
in addition to contracs for bigger
commercial installations.

Thirty-three
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SPECIAL REVIEW
from previous page
Prices for radiators include brackets,
aircocks and plugs. Bottom tappings
are t" BSP both ends. On top, one
end is t" BSP, the other is tapped f'
BSP to take an aircock.
"International" skirting heaters are
also available from Monse\1 Mitchell.
They can be installed under low-silled
windows or wherever a conventional
radiator would uoset a room decoration scheme. Where more heat is requ,!red, heaters can be mounted in
two tiers, one above the other. Factory made doubles are also available.

A wide
I

** *

HA TTERSLEY
Del flo
radiator
valves have been designed for use on
all low asd medium pressure hot
water systems up to 150 p.s.i. and
250 degrees F. All sizes t" to lt''
are full bore-streamlined and have
mmtmum flow resistance, making
them ideally suitable for either pumped
or gravity systems.
For the convenience of heating engineers, all Delflo lockshield valves
have a concealed indicator enabling
them to be accurately adjusted either
in relation to the full o;.>en position.
The manu.facturers are Hattersley
(Ormskirk) Ltd., Halifax .

* * *

VEHA panel radiators are available in eight standard heights and
numerous lengths up to 32". Banks of
double, triple or quadruple panel radiators are orovided at no extra cost.
Special high panels-40",
48", 56",
and 64"- are now available in five
lengths. Easy mounting is possible as
a result of a wide range of screw-on
and built-in brackets.
The radiators are made of heavy
gauge steel, and the standard test
pressure is 90 lbs. per sq. in., but by
means of extra spot welding, radiators
tested at 150 lbs. per sq. in. are produced suitable for buildings of any
height.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss9/1
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range
from

* * *

VENT-0-THERM conditioned warm
air heating units may either be connected to a channel system or may
be used for discharge. In the latter
case, no conduits are needed for the
conveyance of the warm air to the
place where it is wanted. Direct discharge of part of the air and transfer
of the remainder to another area via
conduit is oossible. The units may be
arranged i~ series if desired. Monse\1Mitche\1 are agents here for Vent-0Therm.
Messrs. The International
Boilers and Radiators Ltd. area manager in Northern Ireland is P. J. B.
Johnston, 128 Great Victoria St., Belfast.

ra d

Barlo
.e

The comprehensive and versatile range of lrish made radiators irom Barlo
Heating Ltd. have been1 well received by the ttade.
Our picture shows (left) Mr.
Aiden Barlow, Director, Barlo Heating Ltd., welcoming Mr. Roger Glino 3 :.s
Technical Representative.
Mr. Glinos, who jg well known in heatin!ll circles,
was previously with Messrs. J. Varming and S. Mulcahy, Consulting Engineers,
before taking up this new appointment.

Veha Radiant oanels used as ceil- the parallel tube elements have
ing panels, provide maximum heat screwed connections and are for use
emission per squ.:~re foot and maxi- on either hot water or steam systems.
mum comfort with a very even disAmong other modifications, the castribution of heat, without draught. ing has also been redesigned, and the
This is achieved at an air temperature units are available in three styleswhich is several degrees lower than in wall mounting, floor mountin!!', or conthe case of othe r methods of heating cealed mounting. As an optional extra
and allows: a higher degree of air a control dampe r may be su.pplied
humidity, considerable fuel economy, which varies the heat output by reand a complete saving of floor or wall stricting the flow of warmed air
space. The manufacturers are Veha through the outlet £"rille. When fully
Ltd., of Wicklow.
closed the heat output is reduced by
approximately 70 per cent.
THE Thermalrad is a successful
Copperad convectors are suoolied in
blending of radiator and convector and synthetic primer of neutral col~~r. The
is less than half the size of the con- finish is stoved on and is an ideal base
ventional
pressed
steel
radiator. for any good quality decorator's paint.
Because o( its unique internal design The convectors are supplied for us::
this smaller unit has a thermal out- with hot water (low and high temput greater than radiators twice its perature) and steam and vapour
size.
systems. The manufactmers are CooAnother factor which provides for perad Ltd., Colnbrook, Bucks., Enggreater efficiency with Thermalrad is land.
that the water content is onlv onefifth of that of conventional radiators,
GLOW-WORM Ltd. have intromaking the Thermalrad particu.larly duced a new gas-fired room heater to
responsive to thermostatic or clock their range of heaters and central
control. The manufacturers are Ther- heating apoliances. Enclosed in a fine
mal Radiators Ltd., who are re- grain tola wood cabinet, the Monaco
presented in the Republic by Mr. P. heater will blend with everv taste in
J. Noone, Heatovent Supply Co., 379 decoration. It provides both radiant
South Ctrcular Road, Rialto, Dubl in and convected heat for a really large
8, and in Northern Ireland bv Mr. G . room, has automatic ignition and an
W. Monson, G.W. Monson. & Sons, adjustable thermostat with eieht set227 Beersbridge Road, Belfast 5.
tings up to 85 degrees F. The controls are recessed to prevent accidental
COPPERAD convectors have been damage, but with ease of access for
redesigned and are now available with finger tip touch control, and for reeither parallel tube or series tube cle- placing the governor and ienition batments. The series tube elements have tery. It is rated at 18,000 B.t.u./h.
plain copper tail connections and are
for use on hot water systems, whereas
Continued page thirty-six
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H~re

are five good reasons
for specifying
Biddle Heating Equipmen
(write in and you ca n have
plenty more)

warm line

forceflo

The forced air fan convector heater
which is really quiet ... a guaranteed
noise criteria rating for all cpnditions.
Sound level problems- specify Forceflo. Forceftow is the only umt teste~
through a ll audible frequencies. There
ls a wide range of s1zes, outputs ~up
to 62 000 Btu 1h) and des1gn; f1 ee>tandlng, concealed, remote and ceiling
mounted.

Highly efficient and adaptable method
of heating ideally suited to modern
building design. Warmllne unobtrusively skirts the perimeter of a room.
Available in three heights ( 12t", 16! ",
20! "), offering a high output per foot
run ... inexpensively ! Heat is emitted
evenly over the whole run so partitioning can be erected anywhere without
interfering with heat distribution. Individual damper control is a standard
fitting. Warmllne is available in two
styles, fiat front or sloping top, both
are simple and quick to install.

uniflow

vectair

The dependability and efficiency of the
Unitiow Unit Heater is legendary. Units
are available with horizontal or downward discharge for low. medium and
high pressure hot water, low or high
pressure steam. The horizon~al unit
for creating a flow of warm an· along
exposed walls, Into narrow aisles and
blanketing large doorways. The downward unit for projecting heat downward. regardless of obstacles which
would Impede a horizontal airflow.
The Biddle Uniftow puts heat just
where you want it.

The ultimate in convection heating.
Available as floor, wall, recessed and
semi-concealed units. These outstanding convectors have a unique heating
element. Fins and tubes are mechanically bonded, metal to metal, ~Jrovlding
the most permanent and effic1ent heat
transfer made. Available in an extensive range of sizes for all hot water
or steam systems - conventional or
small-bore.

Forceflo and Uniflow both now available from stock in Ireland
AGENT FOR EIRE:

Thermal (Ireland) Ltd., 85 Lower Baggot Street, Dublin 2. Dublin 61237.
AGEN'.r FOR NORTHERN IRELAND:

Samuel Stewart (Thermal Engineering) Ltd., 26 Nellis Hill Park, Belfast 5. Belfast 655759
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F. H. BIDDLE LTD

16 Upper Grosvenor Street, London W 1 (HYDe Park 0532-9)

As one of the largest and most progressive organisations in the fields of
heating, cooling, ventilating and airconditioning in the United Kingdom,
Biddle are renowned for their high
quality equipment. They have made
their presence felt in the comfortable
conditions prevailing in many famous
structures. Coventry Cathedral, Shell
Centre. South Bank, London Airport,
Royal Festival Hall, Houses of Parliament, British Museum, Old Bailey
Courts and the G.P.O. Tower Telephone Exchange are Just a few. Biddle
match their experience and resources
with progress. Research and Development Engineers are working continuously to find the best heating and
ventilating equipment for modern industrial and commercial buildings.

coils

Standardised Biddle Coils have been
designed to meet all the requirements
of modern air heating and cooling
equipment. These coils are of welded
construction and are tested to 400
p.s.i.g. air under water for a working
pressure of 200 p.s.l.g. Over 60 tin and
tube combinations are available in
standard casings ranging from 12" x
12" x 1 row to 25 ft. nominal face area
by B rows deep. High duty plus fins
now permit face velocities of up to 600
ft / min. without moisture carry-over.
Biddle Standardised Colis are available in four main types suitable for
use with the normal heating and coolIng mediums.

biddle
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SPECIAL REVIEW
from page thirty-four
The Glow-Line panel radiators arc
all of steel construction and are just
half an inch thick.
Yet they are
claimed to be 10 !)er cent. more efficient than any com!)arable radiator
with a heat transmission factor of 206
B.Th.U./sq. ft. / lOOF.

* * *

NEWS from Quadrant Engineers
about their stock of Buderus steel
column radiators: "When we imported
and stocked them first we did not
expect any great business," Brendan
Little of the Sales staff said.
" We
still do not expect column radiators
to equal the sales of steel plate radiators, but they have a definite place
in those locations where a large heat
release is needed in a small space, and
where immediate delivery is needed we
can hardly be beaten."
Mr. Little added that apparently
there is also a swing to these column
radiators in very modern houses where
their clean vertical lines fit in very well
with up to the minute detail. A new
slim high section will soon be available on the Irish market.

* * *

THERE are eleven models in the
Dimplex range of panel type radiators
in loadings from t to 2 Kw., or in the
column type range, a choice of four
loadings of 1, Jt, 2, and 3 Kw. The
Dimplex oil-filled electric radiators
provide the u.ser with a portable central heating system without installation cost. Each radiator is fitted with
a sensitive air temperature thermostat which makes it possible to select
a precise room temperature to suit
every day and season.

* * *

HANDLEY PAGE'S hot water
panel radiators are shot-blasted to
provide a rust-free and smooth surface prior to painting, and are electrostatically sprayed with two coats of
white gloss stove enamel and then, for
protection, are individually wrapoed.
The radiators have a distinctive,
easy to clean, fluting, are formed from
18-gauge, mild steel sheet electrically
seam-welded for extra strength. They
are designed for a working pressure
of 50 p.s.i. Each radiator is tested to
twice this pressure before leaving the
factory.

* * *
A NEW range of attractively styled
radiators
have
been
roll-topped
launched on the market by B.S.A.
Harford Heating Ltd. The "Opio
Rad " range of radiators is intended
for use with closed circuit central
heating systems. In order to give
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maximum assistance to installers these
radiators are available in heights of
12, 18, 24, and 30 inches. A variety
of lengths can be sup!)lied from 19
inches to 86f'.
The material is 18 eauge mild steel
and the tested press-u.re is 100 lbs. per
sq. in.
The water content is aooroximately 0.9 lb. per sq. ft. of he-ating
surface. The connections are four recessed tappings per radiator- single
panels, f' tappings; double panels, t"
tappings. There is a combined iron
plug and air cock vent and one iron
blank plug. The transmission factors
per sq. ft. heating surface for 100 degrees F. tempe rature differential are:
single panel, 182 B.t.u.'s; double panel,
155 B.t.u.'s.

* **

THE latest addition to the ranee of
convector heaters from Fenton, Byrn
& Co. Ltd., Armfield Close, West
Molesey, Surrey, is the " L " Series of
Apartment heaters.
Constructed in
mild steel, the casing compnses top,
bottom and side members and four
removable oanels.
These oanels are
"rigidised , - to eliminate drumming.
The heater may be used without
panels, side members, and base as desired.

New from Biddle
p iCTURED here is the new F. H.
Biddle Blendalre dual
duct
attenuator diffuser unit.
The new unit is basically a terminal box for a high velocity system
which combines the functions of temperature control, volume controa,
attenuation, diffusion and final filtration, all in one unit.
Also from Biddle is the new Warmline brochure. It gives details of the
type CF Warmline which supersedes
the previous design and incorporates
alterat1ons to simplify the method of
erection.

FLOATSWITCHES
for
controlling electrically
driven pumps
Limit switches
Liquid level alarms
Motorised valve controls
etc., etc.
MERCURY TUBE and SILVER
CONTACT types. Indestructible
polystyrene floats. Floatgear
also in stainless steel, copper,
mild steel and polythene.
Deliveries ex stock.
Generous discounts to the trade.
Stocked by most Electrical
Wholesalers

Available from the Manufacturers

GIRDLESTONE PUMPS LTD.
WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK, ENGLAND
Tel.: WOODBRIDGE 660.
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Booster pumps''
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... because they know that there's no substitute
for experience. Many installations point to our
specialisation in booster pumps for high density
buildings and fiats. Dependability, ease of installation, and low maintenance are high on the
list of reasons why Worthington-Simpson' Monobloc' and centrifugal pumps are specified. We also
have a wide range of pumps for boiler feed, hot
water circulation and other services.
Full information an'd literature is availabfe on
request.

Worthington - Simpson Ltd
6 WATERLOO RO,t<D

1-----------------------+

DUBLIN 4

Pumps • Compressors
Heat Exchange Equipment
P933S

which
came
first?

..

WHO KNOWS? We don't, and franklJ
we haven't much time to think about
it. Here at Davidson's we:re much
more concerned with other problems
-moving air and other gases, for
example. For over 80 years we have
been thinking about the problems Involved and solving them by designing
and making fans and ancillary equipment exactly fitted to requirements.
Whether it's heating and ventilating,
air conditioning, fume or vapour removal. dust collection, air preheating
or the pneumatic conveying of bulk
material, Davidson's have the right
equipment for the job. You'll find
our products in thousands or British
factories, in many British coal mines,
in most British power stations, and
in industrial establishments throughout the world. Our extensive range of
technical literature is freely available
on request .

~

DAIIIDSONA CO. £TD.
~
~
..

I

Sirocco Engineering Works,
Belfast, Northern Ireland
(Telephone Belfast 57251)
LONDON BRANCH: Morris House,
Jermyn Street, London, S.W.l
(Telephone Whitehall 3541)

ALSO AT MANCHESTER· GLASGOW
BIRMINGHAM • NEWCASTLE-ON·
TYNE - LEEDS • CARDIFF
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THE BUILDING
EXHIBITION
REVIEWED
WE continue here our coverage of
the recent London Building Exhibition. The exhibition brought success for the heating equi9ment and
sanitaryware manufacturers who participated in the Irish stand organised
by the Building Centre.
Potez IndUistries of Ireland report
that, as a result of the exhibition, they
have given orders to their factory to
start production on 500 furnace units
This was apart
valued at £30,000.
from business transactions for other
units.
Equipment we noted at the exhibition included:THOMAS POTTERTON Limited,
manufacturers of heating equipment,
exhibit a range of their latest domestic
appliances and controls, with the emphasis this year on flexibility and
variety, by indicating that there is a
Potterton appliance to suit every type
of building development- architect
designed houses, industrialised building, flats, "spec" developments or
local authority estates.
Foremost amoni the new equipment
shown is the Diplomat "range-rated "
gas-fired boilers, introduced this year.
With outputs from 30,000 to 80,000
B.t.u•. /h., these five new boilers cover
the requirements of the main consumer central heating market.
Two
basic types-standard and smal) bore
-are available.

~--------------------------,

THE EXHIBITIONS
We continue here the IPHE Programme for the
NOWcoverage of the major overseas exhibitions.
The Building ~xhibition from Nov. 17 to Dec. 1.
out and brushed clean without trouble.
The standard boiler is being presented under fire on the stand, supported
by a selection of other gas, oil and
anthracite boilers from the comprehensive Powell Duffryn " all fuels"
range. The display is also illustrating
the company's outstanding role in the
warm air heating field.

* * *

ON SHOW to the general public
for the first time is the new 45,000
B.t.u./h. Healtmaster gas-fired, small
bore central heating unit from Radiation Central Heating Ltd., which services six to ten radiators (up to 230
sq. ft. of radiator surface) and pr~
vides at least 30 gallons of domestic
hot water-more if required.
The company also shows their
Ductair G2300 and G3500/4500 series
warm air unit. The compact, suitcasesized G2300 provides full or background heating for the small house
or flat and includes versions for use
with conventional or balanced flues
and with the SE-Duct in multi-storey
buildings.
The
floor- mounted
Ductair
G3500/4500 series demonstrates Radiation central heating for the larger,
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:~~

BIG FEATURE of the display by
Radiation Gas Fires Limited is the
substantial saving in costs when building new houses by the installation of
pre-formed gas flues built into the
thickness of the wall instead of using
conventional brick chimneys and fireplaces. Actual examples of installation costings, using Radiation fires,
among them the new Radabeam 800,
will be quoted, illustrating that savings
of uo to £36 can be made on individ~al installations.
Their entire range, including the
Highspeed G " furniture" fire, the
Crystalglow Mark JJ., the Sunbeam,
the BC 10, the Radabeam and the
free-standing ,-Jue1ess 460 convector,
is on show.
The latest addition to the Radiation
range is the Radabeam 800. An important featu.re of this fire i~ the n~w
radiant developed by RadiatiOn, which
glows all over even when the gas
has been turned down to a third of
its full rate.

* * *

* * *

POWELL DUFFRYN Heating are
introducing a new slim-line gas-fired
central heating and domfestic hot
water boiler-only 10 inches wide.
Apart from its space-saving qualities,
the new Smiths clock controlled G-33
(output 33,000 B.t.u./h.) is notable for
the ease with which its operation can
be regulated by the householder. Two
panel mounted dials are readily accessible behind the lift-off front door.
The thermostat offers a full working
range of 120°-190° F.
The essential component for the
high-efficiency of the G-33 is a onepiece stainless steel diffuser plate, held
on short cross bars resting on top of
the water jacket. The diffuser is lifted

three to four bedroom house and is
also suitable for use with the same
Completing the
methods of flueing.
display will be the G302 gas-fired,
small bore unit designed for the
smaller hou.se, bungalow or flat.

e Part of a 3-inch bore pitch fibre
pipe which was installed in 1910 shown
on the Key Terrain stand..
It was
specially flown over from America for
the exhibition. The pipe formed part
of an underground irrigation scheme
at Wenatchee, Washington State, and
was extracted after 34 years' service.
The remainder of the pipe Line is still
operational to-day and is providing an
efficient method of drainage. The pipe
was manufactured by steeping a fibre
tube in pitch-a method which was
superseded by the development of
vacuum impregnation in the 1930's.

RADIATION Parkray Limited are
showing two of the models from
their new " K" range of solid fuel
room heaters under fire. On display
in room settings, is the Parkray
77K, which has the largest capacity
of the three models in the range, providing room heating, hot water and
central heating, and the 33K, a nonboiler version which provides room
heating only. The 77K is seen feeding radiators positioned about the
stand as well as a hot water cylinder;
this, ~ith the necessary plumbing, is
also be on view.
Radiation Parkray also show the
66K in a demonstration sectioned
setting with a Megrove Inspection Box
and Frame.
An additional display
will feature the 66KF, a new freestanding version of the "K" model
room heaters.
Completing the exhibit will be the
Parkray 16 high output back boiler
flue set installed with their "Clean
Air" inset fire, and the range or
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Building
Exhibition (contd.)

-------

Parkray solid fuel boilers, the S.25,
S.55 and S.56. The boilers are being
shown in three of the five colour
fin ishes available: white, willow green
a nd citron yellow.

* * *

A NEW oil-fired domestic heating
boiler is introduced by Redfyre Ltd.,
of Thornclifie, Sheffield. The Plus 5
inset room heater under fire heating
radiators and hot water is also
featured, together with other main
appliances in the domestic heaLng
range.
With the emphasis of the display
on full or partial central heating the
Company ar::: showing their two other
oil-fired
boilers,
the
recentlyintrodu.ced Centramatic 35 Series 2
(38,000 B.t.u.lhr.) and the Centramalic 50 Series 2 (53,000 B.t.u .l hr.).
With them will be the full range of
Redfyre gas-fired boilers.
The solid fuel range is represented
by the Plus 5 room heater incorporaling a high output Bacboiler
and built-on convection casing, open
fire Bacboiler units and continuous
burning fires.
A scale model of the combined indirect warm air unit, the Redfyre
Domestic Air 45 Unit/Gas, produced
for industrialised building and estate
developments is displayed.

Continued overleaf

e

aNormond lank conlenl
gauge knows
loa pinl
measure
Stout Drinkers and excise
men may take this measure
in wee drams. Heating
Engineers are asked to accept
it in good spirit with a certain
amount of gravity and specify
Normand gauges for all oil-fired installations. There are at least five star reasons.
Send for completely sober technical
literature and pre-war budget prices.

The new Astor hot water towel
rail, sl1cwn for the first time at the
exhibition, has an inset radiator
painted grey.
It comes in two overall.
sizcs--36 x 30 inche9, giving a radiation surface of 21 sq. ft., an d
36 x 24 inches, with a radiation surface of 2 sq. ft. The BTU output is
190 per sq. ft. temperature of 100 F.
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PRIDE of place on the Stelrad
Stand is given to the new Stelrad Fifty
Boiler, the result of over three years'
research, development and field testing
by Steel Radiators Limited.
This
boiler can be su.pplied for either gas
or oil-firing and has an output of
50,000 B.t.u.'s.
It is a completely
new approach to boiler design making extensive use of stainless st~el and
its unit construction has been specially
designed to facilitate speedy servicing.
Backing up this new venture will be
their newly designed Stelrad Super
Panel Radiators, which have proved
so popular since their launching in the
middle of the year.

Building
Exhibition (contd.)
from previous page

* * *

THE FULL range of Mira bath and
shower fittings and combinations is
the main feature of Miraflo Ltd .
stand.
The range include examples
of combinations with both flexible and
rigid outlets, with concealed and exposed plumbing.
On exhibit for the first tim e is the
new Mira 10 bath and shower unit,
only recently introduced.
This u.nit
combines the functions of bath taps,
shower taps and bath to shower
diverter.

** *

HILMOR Limited are exhibiting a
large and comprehensive range of
hand-operated and hydraulic bench
model and portable bending machines
to cover the requirements of the
plumber, gas-fitter and heating enginImportant modifications and
eer.
new developments designed to increase
efficiency are shown and demonstrated for the first time at this exhibition and skilled operators will be
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ADDITIONS to existing ranges and
new products, including their new
Belmont thermostatic radiator valve,
are shown by Peglers Ltd. (Belmont
Works, Doncaster), makers of the wide
range of taps, valves and accessories,
including Prestex compression joints
and fittings for plumbers and engineers.

* * *

* * *

A NUMBER of new products are
featured on the Walker Crosweller
stand.
These will include the new
Leonard bath and shower assembly,
a single thermostatic controller for
both showering and bath filling. This
is an entirely new product released
for the exhibition.
Also on display is the Leonard
a thermostatic
886 combination,
shower/bath filler designed especially
for the Continental market and previously only exhibited in Germany.
The full range of the company's
Leonard 72 thermostatic shower combinations is also shown.
Two new developments of the
Walker Crosweller Unatap spray
m1xmg tap are exhibited- the new
Unatap II. and the lever action Unatap
designed especially for hospital use.

in attendance to advise on all aspects
of tub e manipulation.

e

The new Redfyre unit.

COMPACT REDFYRE
UN IT DISPLAYED

AN

exhibition attraction was the
new oil-fi.red combined indirect
warm air unit being developed by
Red['yre Ltd. (Thomcliffe, Sheffield).
Very compact, it is o·nly 2ft. lin.
square and, as shown here incorporating the new Redfyre Centramatic
80 boiler, is 7ft. high.
This picture, taken in the Company's Development Department, shows how
the unit could appear incorporated
in a house.
At the top of the unit is the boiler,
fuUy insulated for heat and sound
and with a co-axial fan supplying
combustion air to the burner. Beneath it is the centrifugal fan with
its adjustable pulley and the circulating pump alongside. Sheet polythene forms a flexible connection
between the base of the fan and the
heat exchanger below it so that air
is directed through the heater battery, for heating by water pumped
from the ~iler, into the plenum
box at the base of the unit.
As
shown here the warm air is dis-charged throug)J, low level outlet
grilles but for extended plenum and
perimeter systems the plenum box
can be set below floor level.
In the inspection doors (left) are the
grille supplying combustion air to
the boiler fan and one of the warm
air outlet grilles. A simple control
panel supplied with the unit makes
it unnecessary for these doors to be
opened except for servicing the
boiler.

THIS YEAR'S Conex-Sanbra display
has a most comprehensive selection of
modern Plumbers' Brassfoundry and
Sanitary Fittings.
The Aqualyne-Easilyne range of
Sanbra fittings include the most
contempo ra ry taps, bath mixers,
shower assemblies, sink and basin fittings, bidet sets, and, for the up-to-date
hairdressing salon, shampoo mixers
and ancillary fittings.
General Plumbers' Brassfoundry, including standard "Easiclean" bathroom and kitchen fittings in the attractive star crosstop pattern incorporating
red and blue indices, and attendant
sundries such as bibta!)s, stopcocks,
ballvalves, wastes, overflows, traps,
draw-off cocks and safety valves.
The Conex range of compression
fittings is here represented by a wide
selection, including Con ex Type "A"
compression joints for use with semihard B.S.659 copper tube, and polythene tube to B.S. 1972, B.S.3284, and
B.P.F./42; Conexel Type "B" compress ion joints for use with B.S. I386
soft copper tube, and Conex Stopcocks
produ.ced in a comprehensive range
with compression ends for direct connection to copper and polythene tubes.
On view are Fullway Gate Valves,
Needle Valves, Steam Valves, Check
Valves and Plug Cocks; also Setflo and
Lokflo Radiator Valves, Drawn Copper Traps and Conex Waste Fittings.

·....*
*
NEWCOMER to

A
this year's
Building Exhibition, the Stainless Steel
Sink Co. Ltd ., of Ring Road, Lower
Wortley, Leeds 12), manufacture the
well known Pland range of stainless
steel sinks. The range is most comprehensive, consisting of more tha n
64 individual sizes and designs for
domestic use alone, while the company have an equally large range of
commercial catering sinks and sterilPland sinks can be made to
izers.
specific measurements.
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Stand is given to the new Stelrad Fifty
Boiler, the result of over three years'
research, development and field testing
This
by Steel Radiators Limited.
boiler can be supplied for either gas
or oil-firing and has an output of
50,000 B.t.u.'s.
It is a completely
new approach to boiler design making extensive use of stainless st~el and
its unit construction has been specially
designed to facilitate speedy servicing.
Backing up this new venture will be
their newly designed Stelrad Super
Panel Radiators, which have proved
so popular since their launching in the
middle of the year.

in attendance to advise on all aspects
of tube manipulation.
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* * *

ADDITIONS to existing ranges and
new products, including their new
Belmont thermostatic radiator valve,
are shown by Peglers Ltd . (Belmont
Works, Doncaster), makers of the wide
range of taps, valves and accessories,
including Prestex compression joints
and fittings for plumbers and engineers.

* * *
THIS YEAR'S Conex-Sanbra display
has a most comprehensive selection of
modern Plumbers' Brassfoundry and
Sanitary Fittings.
The Aqualyne-Easilyne range of
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model and portable bending machines
to cover the requirements of the
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new developments designed to increase
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the boiler fan and one of the warm 64 individual sizes and designs for
air outlet grilles. A simple control domestic use alone, while the companel supplied with the unit makes pany have an equally large range of
it unnecessary for these doors to be commercial catering sinks and sterilPland sinks can be made to
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II

THE DUBOIS PlASTIC
TRAP,, (Regd.)
Provn. Pat. No. 38070/60.

li'' and ll" diam. x 1!'' seal "S " and " P" BLACK HIGH DENSITY
PLASTIC TRAPS
Orthodox Shape !
Smooth Bore Tubular construction.
Outlets can be turned through 220°.
A two-piece trap at a one-piece price.
Outlet on 'S' trap turned to inlet forms
a through-bore bottle trap.
Frost and damage resisting.
Light weight = lower transportation costs.
Manufactured oy:-

THE DU BOIS COMPANY LIMITED
15 Britannia Street, London, W.C.l
Telephone No.: TERminus 6624-5.

Telegraphic Address: " Bleitrap, London."

'PYRAMID'
Vitreous China
'WESTWOOD'
Fireclayware
Colours to match
Irish Foundries Ltd.
BATHS

JOHNSON & SLATER -LIMITED
(Vitreous China Division)

(Sanitary Fireclay Division)

ALFRED JOHNSON & SON LTD.
QUEENBOROUGH
KENT

JOHN SLATER (STOKE) LTD.,
BERRY HILL, STOKE-ON-TRENT.

Agent:
C. BRINSLEY SHERIDAN
10, HERBERT PLACE, DUBLIN, 2.

TELEPHONE:

66283.

Published by Irish Trade and Technical Publications Ltd., Callaghan Chambers, 13-15 Dame St., Dublin, 2.
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Satchwell Zone Control
The future of your business depends on two main factors-doing a good job and making a good profit. r:J
Every domestic installation you make needs zone control-because this is the only way to achieve the
variations in temperature throughout the house which are essential for full comfort. A MINIVAL motorised
valve plus a Satchwell TL thermostat is all you need to give fully automatic control for a zone and the
two instruments together cost under £10 at list price. Write to Satchwell for their zone control leaflet
(publication P 37>-it could make such a difference to your future .

Satchwell Control Systems Ltd
Slough, Bucks.

!IJfl
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Telephone Slough 23961

A Member of the Elliott-Automation Group
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